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CLEARANCE SALE
2nd-Hand Furniture
If you have been waiting for
prices to reach bottom—come now
for ours are already there!
Tremendous Reductions on these
greatest values ever offered. Come
in—nose around and you will see
a lot. It will give you an idea
of the unbelievable value offered
here. We have a fine selection of
Kitchen Stoves, Parlor Stoves and
Special Stoves, in fact everything
to make a home. We also carry
a complete line of Store and
Office Furniture.

Entered al Seeend Clan Mall Matter
By The Ceurier-Gaiette, 465 Male 8t.

FARM BUREAU WORK
Henpen and Orchard Will Be
Subjects of Intensive Study |

—The 'Schedule
Delegates for Springfield from
Knox-Lincoln are: Louise Nash, Cam
den; May Worthley, Damariscotta;
Elizabeth Nichols, Nobleboro; Inez
McCurdy. North Whitefield; Edwin
Annis, Simonton; Russell Holmes,
Paul Weeks, Maynard Waltz of Dam
ariscotta.
i Happy Homemakers of Aina and
Aina Farmers held their annual picj nic on July 4, at the Old Swimming
, Hole at Head Tide Station. After a
good time in the water a weenie roast
was enoyed. On Aug. 5 the Happy
Homemakers had a lawn party and
made the neat sum of 420.
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ROCKLAND IS AFFECTED

THREE-TIMES-A-WEEK

Subscriptions

$3.00

per year payable

la

Advertising rates based upon circulation and
very reasonable.
NEWSPAPER HI8T0RY
The Rockland Gazette was established In
1846. In 1874 the Courier was established and
consolidated with the Gazette in 1882. The
Free Press was established in 1855 and In
I81H changed its name to the Tribune. These
papers consolidated March 17, 1897.

Twilight of Tomorrow Marks

Mrs Sadie Leach Describes Some of Her Interesting Sight
seeing Trips In Begium and France

Beginning

of

the

Sacred Jewish Day

Most Central Maine Makes Rate Revision On Gas, Which Is

Favorable To This City

The twilight of Wednesday, Octo
(Third Installment)
who graduated three years ago dem
A rate revision affecting a large per month. Here is how it works out:
$1.00
The first function we attended atJ onstrated how the carillon is played ber 1, 1930, being the tenth of the percentage of the users of gas will be First 200 cu. ft.
Ostend was at the Casino, where we by working a clavier. Then we went Hebrew month Tishri, will mark the made in the Eastern, Lower Northern Next 1800 cu. ft. © 14c.. 100 cu. ft. 2.52
heard a fine baritone soloist and out into the courtyard where we beginning of the most sacred day in
•£******»•****»»*« symphony orchestra. No refresh listened to the evening program, an the Jewish Calendar—“Yom Kippur.” and Southern Divisions of the Cen
Total cost,
$3.52
•••
It is much easier to be critical ••• ments, not even wine, are served dur experience never to be forgotten. the Day of Atonement. In Jewish tral Maine Power Company becom
Comparison # with the old rate
» than to be correct.—Disraeli.
«. ing the concert. There were beauti- Jeffries Denyn, head of the school, life this Holy day is also known as ing effective Oct. 1. The following
shows: 2000 cu. ft. © 20c. net per 100
ful paintings on the walls. Ostend is and with Anton Brees considered the the “Sabbath of Sabbaths' and the municipalities are affected, and it will cu. ft. $4: saving to customer of $4
greatest
of
carillon
players
in
the
“
Great
White
Fast."
Unlike
the
ob

very lovely, with a marvelous beach
mean a saving to a large percentage
$3.52 or 48c.
world, was the artist. The opening servance of any other Jewish holiday, of customers in these communities: minus
INFANTILE PARALYSIS CONTROL and boulevard stretching out for
Suppose this same customer heats
number,
in
our
honor,
was
‘
‘
The
Star
the
Day
of
Atonement
is
marked
by
miles.
Bath, Fairfield, Rockland, Waterville, water in addition to using eas for
Dr. Mortimer Warren of Portland 1 Our next destination was Bruges, Spangled Banner.” Other selections the unique feature of fasting which and Winslow. On the total amount cooking purposes and that there is
were
"The
Palms,
”
two
old
Flemish
ROCKLAND
begins
with
the
chanting
of
the
Koi
of business done last year, this will a consumption of approximately 3000
was named by Gov. Gardiner Mon- to which Point we went by motor bus,
day as commissioner of infantile Passing even country fields with hymns, the Fourth Sonata by Nico Nidre melody and ends with sunset of involve a reduction of approximately cu. ft. per month. Instead of paying
FURNITURE CO.
lai.
“
Bells
of
Abernethy
”
and
Schu

the
following
day.
$11,000.
paralysis control in Maine. A work- growing wheat and oats, canals and
a flat rate of 20c. net per 100 cu. ft.
Formerly occupied by Rockland
“Ave Maria.”
Like all other Jewish holidays,
The revision is in line with this or $6.00, here is how the new "sliding
ing fund of $2500 was made avail- , Quaint houses in which we noticed bert's
Produce Ce.
At
8.30
next,
morning
we
went
to
however,
Yom
Kippur
has
undergone
company’s policy of standardizing scale” rate works out:
able. Gov. Gardiner took the action ; with ^particular interest the beautiful
Telephone 427-R
‘‘Is tan good for the old?” asks The after a conference with Dr. Philip curtains. These curtains are all Brussels, first enjoying a city drive a change both in its meaning and rates throughout its territory and First 200 cu ft
St .00
41 Tillson Ave.
Rockland
to
get
“
the
lay
of
the
land.
”
We
saw
manner
of
observance.
In
the
davs
Digest. Probably not so good as tan W. Davies, secretary of the Maine hand done and are of various styles.
genera! improvement in service to Next 1800 cu ft © 14c per lOOcu ft 2.52
llOSTtf
the
spot
where
the
English
nurse,
j
of
the
Temple
when
thp
Jews
dwelt
ning for the young.—Weston Leader. Medical Association. Dr. Davies, in I saw some sash curtains of an encustomers, ty is designed to promote
Cavel, and the British soldiers in Palestine as tillers of the soil, the the use of eas and by this use make Next 1000 cu ft © 12c per 100 cu ft 1.20
j behalf of the association, made the '
different design than we know. Edith
were
shot
just
outside
of
the
rifle
j
Day
of
Atonement
was
chiefly
char

it more attractive in price to those
Total cost,
$4.72
I request for the appointment of such The tops were done in handmade
41 » AA»/A)|/.Ay
M$'M4M4 A\4, I a commissioner. The recurrence of lace several inches in depth, with range. We visited the Weritz gallery, acterized by sacrificial rites, as speci customers who use it to its fullest ex
A
saving
of
$1.28.
one
of
the
show
places
of
Brussels,
fied in Leviticus XVI. Both priests tent.
In making a rate study it must be
the disease in this State has shown rings crocheted in to be hung on the where are displayed the paintings and
people abstained from food and
rod. The balance of the curtains was
So that all customers may under borne in mind that once an installa
the necessity of prompt action.
done
by
one
man,
all
devoted
to
mur

ST. GEORGE GRANGE
drink,
uttered
confessions
of
their
usually made of fine white ma
stand the new schedule thoroughly, tion is made for gas service, costs of
terial. They were very dainty and ders. suicides, and such morbid sub sins, and invoked the God of Mercy folders announcing the revision are construction, maintenance, interest,
SCHOOL OF HER OWN
jects.
They
unquestionably
are
the
for
forgiveness.
The
most
stirring
now being sent out. The new rate is: taxes, overhead, etc., remain the same
effective.
At Bruges we found the souare work of a man with a distorted mind, moment of the day came when, all [First 200 cu ft or less$1.00
whether gas is used in small or large
Miss Elizabeth Morrow Opens a
yet
display
uncannv
art.
alone, the High Priest entered the [Next 1.800 cu ft or less .14 lOOcuft quantities. Consequently, the more
„ , , „
„ , _ „ .
, . decorated in flags and pennants to
We
passed
the
Palace
of
Justice,
School For Tots In Englewood,, celebrate the independence
from
Holy of Holies and there uttered a j Next 23.000 cu ft or less .12 100 cu ft gas a customer uses the less it costs
independence
N. J. Today
Holland. We saw here the famous the largest building in the world, and short prayer.
Next 25.000 cu ft of less .11 lOOcuft per cubic foot. Tnus, the only cus
Leopold
Park
with
its
familiar
monu

But later, when the Jews were i Next 50.000 cu ft or less .10 lOOcuft tomers who do not get a reduction
“Cloth House” where meetings of
FARM PRODUCTS
EXHIBITS
ment
of
Leopold
II.;
the
Palace
of
the
exiled from Palestine and the Temple j Balance
Elizabeth Morrow who spent the council were held in the time of
.09 100 cu ft under this schedule are those who use
SPECIAL FREE ATTRACTIONS
summer at North Haven soon is to Henry IV. The Church of the Holy King now used for affairs of State; ceased to be the central institution
less than 1200 cu. ft. a month. This
Consumption
Decreases
Rate
the
residence
of
the
Crown
Prince,
in Israel, the Day of Atonement as
realize her hope of having a school Blood was of particular interest. It
is due to*the fact that these custom
the
Botanical
Gardens,
the
flower
Dancing in the Evening—Clark’s Orchestra
Previous
to
this,
on
the
old
rate,
sumed a new aspect. Sacrifices were
all her own.
was built in 1519, the belfrv having
ers use only about enough gas to pay
'
116-117
markets
which
are
extremely
lovely,
it
was
not
possible
for
the
average
no more; in their stead prayer and
Today she will open a school for chimes that consist of 42 bells. The
for the fixed costs of serving and no
children too young to attend the city name of the church was derived from and many other points of interest. meditation were substituted. The customer to buy gas less than the top further reductions arc possible to this
grades.
the fact that in a gold casket under One thing that fascinated me was the Rabbis of old endowed Yom Kippur step of the rate due to the fact that class of customers. Under the new
carts used for delivering milk— with a devout religious atmosphere. the first step covered the first 10,000
During her college days at Smith, glass in the church is a receptacle dogsmall
vehicle containing twexhuge They considered this day as the day cubic feet and practically 98'" of all schedule the greater the use, the
at the Sorbonne and at the Univer said to contain the blood of Jesus acans
of milk drawn by dogs. The wden the Supreme Judge of all set customers use less than 10,090 cubic greater the saving.
Al the Sign of ■ s
taken
when
He
was
crucified.
Twice
sity
of
Grenoble,
Miss
Morrow
has
Prepayment Service Discontinued
j North National
women wore bedroom slip His seal to the fate of every creature feet. Under the new rate, the steps
been strongly possessed of the Mor- j a year this casket is taken out and peasant
Prepayment service will be discon
pers as they plodded around in the on earth. Therefore, they empha have been so arranged thnt the cus
row penchant for teaching. Her5 conveyed in procession around the streets.
The police were very at sized with great stress the necessity tomer will receive a lower rate after tinued as it is impossible to use this
paternal grandfather was a college citv. There are also wonderful tractive in
their uniforms of dark of fasting and prayer.
reaching 200 cubic feet and a still device with a sliding scale rate. Pre
professor and her father, Dwight W. paintings in this church. We also blue with white
blouses and white
Today, the masses of Jewry still lower rate after reaching 2000 cubic payment meters will be kept in serv
Morrow, always had the idea he j visited St. John’s Hospital where a
only until such time as is required
fast on Yom Kippur and still observe feet, so that lower rates come within ice
would like to be a teacher. But the noted picture bv Menling is disolayed helmets.
Paris was our next destination. In
range of the majority of custom for the necessary meter changes.
paths of law. of banking and a diplo- —that of St. Ursula and the Eleven our compartment on the train were it with great solemnity and awe-in the
Rate Proves Very Satisfactory
These customers will receive the
matic career, led him away from his I Hundred Virgins who went to see two nuns, one of whom was very spiring prayers. But today the kev- ers.
All gas customers, after October 1,
benefits of lower rates along with
note
of
all
ceremonies
is
to
raise
the
the
Pope
at
Rome.
idea.
will be billed at the new rate. This
beautiful. The older nun spoke very
of man to a higher state the large users.
Miss Morrow taught at the Dwight We also saw the Notre Dame good English and we enjoyed a character
same schedule of rates has been in
of
humanity.
The
prayers
strive
to
church,
with
its
statue
of
Madonna
Estimated
Savings
School in Englewood, a school of
effect since January 1, 1930, in Au
lengthy conversation with her. We convey the thought that the Day of
and
Child
at
the
altar,
done
bv
wmui her
11 Cl Jdburi
wa. trustee,
UU.5W.V, anu
which
father was
and ....... —---- — --An example is cited of a customer gusta, Hallowell and Gardiner, and
were in Paris eight days, and started Atonement is a day of self-examinaThe 1939 census shows a remarkable growth in the
also in the English School in Mexi- \ Michael Angelo when he was onlv 22 off with a historical walk with Dr.
who uses around 2000 cu. ft. of gas has proven to be very satisfactory.
co, the country to which her father It is a beautiful piece of sculpture, Campbell in charge. We saw the j tion and self-criticism—a day upon
population of our Country and the progress of inI
which
man
is
to
scrutinize
his
activi

was ambassador from the United and considered one of Angelo s best, Place de la Concorde, the homes of
ties of the past year, judge them,
despite his youth.
dustrial enterprises. This Bank can be very useful
WHAT TOWN BEATS WARREN
States.
Murat, Robespierre, of weigh them, and henceforth resolve
On ouf wav to Malines bv motor Danton,
Victor
Hugo
when
he
wrote
“
Les
to you and we cordially invite you to make it your
to
tum
from
that
which
his
best
con
bus
we
passed
through
Ghent
which
MAGICIAN
” the location of the science considers evil and to follow
added interest to the trip. The first Mtserables,
depository.
Palm shadows stroke the torrid land
school of Marie Antoinette, that which his higher self regards as In the Matter of Longevity—Has Thirty-four Residents
Silting between their slender Angers
] nlace we visited in Malines was tlie riding
The gleaming particles of sand. scattered School of Carillon Players, located the house where Josephine and Na- good. " For this reason, the Day of
They glitter >ln the sun like scattered .
Who Average 83 Years of Age
4% INTEREST PAID ON SAVINGS ACCOUNTS
& buiwlng beside the tower that
Atonement plays an important role in
Jewels
(Continued on page Five)
Jewish and social life at large as a
contains the chimes. A young man
A child laughed.
Tossing them gleefully.
force which makes for human bet
He thought they would be shining al
terment—Hebrew Tract Commission,
Warren people live to a ripe old [ William Swift ............................. 80
ways.
LOST
IN
GARDINER
DEATH OF FRED POST
Cincinnati, Ohio.
age. the list being headed at the | George E. Libby ......................... 80
I heard him cry
When the palm gathered them again
present time by Mrs. Abbie J. Levi Rokes .................................. 80
Into Its hand
Was Serving Sentence For Rockland High Finds the
Wooster, who ls 93. We are indebted Mrs. A. P. Starrett......... ............ 80
In the shadow they were only grains of i
THE
GRANITE
TRADE
to a resident of the town for this list I Judson Watts ....................
80
sand.
Kennebec
Team
An
Un

He did not know that the Sun Is a
of citizens who are 80, or older:
I E. J. Kalloch................................ 80
Slaying Former Proprietor
magician.
usually Smart One
Union Secretaries Report Mrs. Martha Studley.................. 89 Mrs. Mary Ward ........................ 80
I have seen him
of Park-Main Hotel
Charles Skinner ......................... 88 In the above list are the names of
Make diamonds out of sea water.
—Katherine Washburn Harding In "The
Business Booming In Vi Mrs. Jane Vinal ......................... 87 34 residents whose average age is 83
Rockiand High journeyed to Gar
Poet."
Mrs. Martha Miller .................... 87 years, and who represent 2.5 per cent
a sentoice^of 10T20 veaVfor man" . diner Saturday and_was defeated by
nalhaven and Stonington Mrs. Sarah Russell .................... 87 of the entire population.
Gardiner
High
21
to
0.
slaughter in Lincoln County Supreme Gardiner kicked off to Rockland and
Mrs. Charles Hill ........................ 87 In addition there are quite a numCourt April 25, 1924. died in the Stfete the ball was carried to Gardiner’s Two Knox County granite centers Mrs. Kezia Libby ....................... 87 I ber who lack only a few months of
Prison hospital Saturday. He would 40-yard line where Rockland lost on are reported in the current issue of William L. Lawry ....................... 86 reaching the octogenarian period.
have been eligible to parole in four downs. Gardiner carried the ball up the Quarry Workers Journal. Writ Mrs. Sarah Sidensparker ........... 86 During the year 1929-30, up to the
years.
to Rockland's four-yard line and An ing from Vinalhaven Byley Lyford, Mrs. Gardiner Winslow .............. 85 present time, eight aged persons have
KNOX COUNTY’S LARGEST BANKING INSTITUTION
Post, who was a former Rockland drews, Gardiners star back, carried secretary of the uarrymen’s Union, Edwin S. .Crawford ................... 85 died: Mrs. Emeline Studley, 91;
said:
man. but had been making his home it over lor the first score.
Mortlman Butler ....................... 85 James W. Farris, 89; Charles Libby,
“There is not much change here Elijah Hysler ,x........................... 84 88; Charles McCallum, 84; Melville
in Bridgeport, Conn., was convicted The second quarter neither team
of slaying Mrs. Sybil E. Hamilton scored. The punting of Dunton, from last month to report. A few Mrs. Adelaide McIntyre.............. 84 R. Stevens, 82; Albert Copeland, 82;
while they were seated in an auto Rockland's end, was the big light of men have been put to work and a few Gardiner Winslow ...................... 83 S. Alfred Spear, 80; Alden Cope
mobile on an isolated country road this period. Hooper of Rockland also have left but the personnel is practi Mrs. Margaret Clark ................ 83 land, 80.
I in Jefferson. Three bullet wounds showed some classy field running this cally the same as it was.
Mrs. Emily lAwry ...................... 83 Former residents who died out of
"The Leopold Company is shipping Charles Crosby ........................... 83 town and were brought to Warren
were found in the breast of the wom period, but could not get looSe.
an's body.
The third quarter started with blocks steadily and the paving gang Otis Anderson ........................... 82 for interment included: Mrs. Mary
Post claimed that the shots were Captain Merry of Gardiner off on one is working quite a few nights over Charles Hill ................................ 82 E. Watts, 96; Mrs. Marv Newbert, 92;
fired by some hunter, but in the car of his long end runs Which netted time and Saturday afternoons, also. Mrs. Frances Oliver ................... 81 James R. Littlehale, 86; Mrs. Sarah
“They ate still making the small Mrs. Martha Burgess ................ 81 Littlehale. 83; James Fisher. 80.
were found empty and loaded shells Gardiner another touchdown. Kid
blocks at the Booth Bros, quarry but Mrs. E. J. Kalloch...................... 81 The aggregate number of 47 is a
of the same calibre which had caused der kicked fdr the extra point.
Mrs. Hamilton's death, and powder The fourth period started off again at both of Leopold's jobs they are L. F Kalloch ............................
81 most favorable showing for longevity
bu-ns showed that the discharges with Gardiner scoring another touch making the large Manhattan blocks.” John Clements ......................... 81 in a town of no larger population
Alex McGuffle, the veteran secre Joseph Vinal .............................. 80 than Warren.
had been at close range. The crime down. It was made by Capt. Merry
was committed Oct. 10, 1923. Mrs. and the goal was kicked by Kidder. tary of the Stonington Union wrote:
“I am glad to report at this time
Hamilton had been proprietor of the Hooper of Rockland made some
THE WEEKEND GOLF
MRS. LEONARD H. RHODES
that business has improved quite a
Park-Main hotel in this city.
lengthy gains in this period.
Post was committed to the State For the winners the work of the lot since my last report. Some more Native of Matinicus, Dies At Her
The usual weekend golf tourna
Hospital in Augusta, and was ad four regular backs, Capt. Merry, An men have been put to work.
Home In Brookline
ment at the Country Club found by
judged not insane. When he was drews. Donovan, Kidder was out “I am informed that the Deer Island
brought baqX to the Lincoln County standing as well as the line work of Granite Company has a lot of work Mrs. Jennie Prescott Rhodes, who reason of weather conditions the
court for trial he retracted his plea Lamb center, B. Andrews right end on hand; at the present time they died at her home, 9 Downing rond, number of participants cut dbwn, but
are cutting two or three small Brookline, Mass., Sept. 20. was born the cards turned in were not so bad,
of insanity, and pleaded guilty to and Hewitt left tackle.
the charge of manslaughter and was For the losers Hooper, Rockland’s bridges. They have got the Brooklyn at Matinicus, Oct. 28,1864, the daugh as the following shows:
L. E. McRae ................................
15—71
sentenced as above stated.
le>i. Halfback, showed plenty of class, postofflee to quarry and will cut some ter of Henry and Julia Fairbanks A F Lamb ............................... 8ft
88 15 73
Several years ago he fell and frac while the outstanding linesmen for of it. They also have the Bucks Young. Her early life was spent on M E Wotton
98 22- 76
F Row ................................... 88 10—78
tured one of his hips, and was trans Rockland were Larrabee and Dunton. port bridge ta quarry and cut and Matinicus and there her Christian H
95 13 82
ferred to Knox Hospital for the nec ‘‘Walt” Gay, Rockland’s snappy quite a large order of random and character found expression in ready AW CC Jones
Ladd
97—14 83
essary surgical treatment. He had quarterback, who was not able to play sawed stone. This company has Just and willing service for her Master. A C McLoon ....... y..................... 101—18 83
been in the prison hospital three because of water on the knee, was got its new gang saw working—this Tn 1891 she was graduated from
years.
badly missed. Duncan, Rockland’s makes three gang saws going all the Farmington Normal School. While YOUR FAVORITE POEM
Post was about 72.
regular fullback, who started the time and I understand they have to n student there she united with the
game had to quit on account of a hustle in order to keep up with the Congregational Church tn FarmingDIE LORELEI
The bulls and bears seem to have sprained ankle which he received orders coming in all the time but I ton. After teaching one year in Ich weiss nieht, was soil es bedeuten.
The place for surplus cash is in a savings account
declared an armistice in W411 Street during scrimmage last week. The don't think that any of their cus Skowhegan, Miss Young was married Das Ich so trauig bin;
tomers will have to wait for stone in 1892 to Leonard Hall Rhodes of Eln Maerchen aus alten Zelten.
due to a scarcity of lambs.—Atlanta summary:
to when you have extra money in your pocket,
Das Kommt mir nieht aus dem Sinn.
Constitution.
Gardiner 21 sawed or otherwise for this is an up Boston and from that time made
Rockland 0
from the temptations that are so easily given in
and
coming
concern.
If
they
see
re,
B.
Andrews
Die
Luft 1st kuehl und es dunkelt.
Dunton, le
her home in Massachusetts.
ruhlg fllesst der Rhein;
rt, L. Kidder they can't keep up with three gang Mrs. Rhodes after marriage became Und
Larrabee, It
o when you have exra money in your pocket.
Der Oipfel des Berges funkelt
rg, Hickev saws they won’t bbe long in putting in a member of Tremont Temple and Im Abendsonnenschein.
Snowman, lg
c. Lamb another one. They are out to get her life in and associations with her
Bicknell, c.
Also, when your money is in a savings account it
Die schoenste Jungfrau sltzet
lg, Darveau work and, believe me, they can cut church were precious and vital to her.
Aylward, rg,
Dort oben wundenbar.
is constantly increasing through the addition of
It, Hewett and quarry granite as cheap in this As a teacher in the church school
Glover, rt,
Ihr gold'nes Oeschmelde blltzet.
town
as
any
place
on
the
map.
Sle kaemmt ihr goldenes Haar.
le,
Robinson
Mazzeo,
re,
she
endeared
herself
to
many
young
interest. And it is always available on short
qb. Merry
“The John L. Goss Company just people whose affection endured
Knowlton, qb,
kaemmt es mit goldenem Kamme,
Hooper, Ihb,
rhb, A. Andrews finished a small curb job so there are through the years. The reticence of 8le
notice in any emergency. Hundreds of people
Und slngt eln Lied dabel;
Das hat elne wundersame.
Ihb, Donovan no granite cutters working on that her nature and the wealth of her
Flanagan, rhb,
in Knox County keep their surplus funds in a
fb, R. Kidder job just at present. I understand love endowed her with ‘ Christian Gewaltlge Melodei.
Duncan, fb,
Subs
for
Rockland:
Haskell,
Mou that they are pretty sure of landing graces which shed their influence in
Den SchlfTer im klelnen Schiffe
savings account at one of the Security Trust Com
laison, Green. Subs for Gardiner: a bridge job—here's hoping that they a very real and lasting wav on those' Ergreift es mit wlldem Weh:
Er schaut nieht die Felsenrlffe.
Dean
’
s
6-Piece
Orchestra
Costo. Touchdowns made by Andrews, do.
who knew her. She has lived n life
pany offices. These people have confidence in
Er schaut nur hlnauf in die Hoeh.
Merry 2. Points after touchdowns,
"When Stonington comes into her full of activity giving generously of
Admission: Men 50c'..Ladies 25c
the policy of this institution and they like to do
Ich glaube. die Wellen verschllngen
Kidder 3. Time, 8 and 10 m. periods. own and both of these Jobs are her money and her time, forgetting
Am ende SchlfTer und Kahn;
Referee, Shute. Head linesman, Mc booming, then we quarrymen will be self in the larger interests of life.
»
117T-Tt-af
Und das hat mit ihrem Slngen
business in the cordial atmosphere that is present
Call. Umpire, Beane.
The home of Mr. and Mrs. Rhodes,
sitting pretty.”
Die Lorelei gethan.
beautiful
in
its
surroundings,
has
—Heinrich Heine.
in every Security Trust Company transaction.
I Translation |
been a center which radiated sym I know not whence
it cometh
WORRYING ABOUT ROCKLAND
pathy and love. It has given a warm That my heart is oppressed with pail
We invite an opportunity to serve you, too.
welcome to many and sped many a A tale of the past enchalneth
There are seven games facing this parting guest with an inspiration and My soul with its magical strain.
year's Morse high football eleven and a blessing.
’Tis cool, and the daylight waneth.
from a pre-seaSon standpoint the
Funeral services were held at the The Rhine so peacefully flows;
And.
kissed by the sunbeams of even.
club
has
an
excellent
opportunity
of
home Sept. 23. The officiating clergy
SECURITY TRUST COMPANY
« '
AND
tying the record of the 1921 eleven men were Dr. Cortland Myers of Los The brow of the mountain glows.
which woh five out of seven games, Angeles. Dr. J. Whitcomb Brougher, The fairest of maidens sltteth
and possibly surpassing that record present pastor at the TemDle. Rev. I. | In wondrous radiance there.
Her Jewels of gold gleam brightly,
of recent years. Westbrook and W. Williamson and Rev. William A. ! She
ROCKLAND
combeth her golden hair.
Rockland are the two schools that on i Grove assistant pastors, and interthe face of present conditions may 1 ment was at Forest Hills cemetery. i With a golden comb she combs It,
And sings so plaintively;
lick Morse. Both have fast elevens
j O potent and strange are the accents
UNIVERSALIST CHURCH
, Camden, Rockport, Union, Warren, Vinalhaven
with scoring power. Westbrook de
! Of that wild melody.
feated the alumni 6-0 last week ar.d
FRIDAY, OCTOBER 3
I The boatman in yon frail vessel
the Lime City boys whaled Skow
Stands spellbound by tt might;
hegan 18-0 at Skowhegan. However,
I He sees not the cliffs before him.
Now Ready To Do
Home Made Candy Will Be On Sale
the Rockland game is at Bath which
A MEMBER OF THE FINANCIAL INSTITUTIONS GROUP
He gazes alone on the height.
gives Morse a slight edge in that it
RADIO REPAIRING
Methinks the waves will swallow
TICKETS 50 CENTS
is true high school teams play far 471 Main St.
Tel. Camden 33-3 ' Both boat and boatman anon;
117*118
superior football on their home
j
» '
116-118 And this with her sweet singing
• The Lorelei hath done.
grounds.—Bath Times.
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THE 1930 CENSUS

North National Bank
Rockland, Main©

Leave your surplus here

DANCE

EVERY FRIDAY
Camden Opera House

“The Old Peabody Pew”
“Trouble On Tory Hill”

Rockland Radio Shop

Every-Other-Day
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Rockland, Sept. 2, Charles R. Fitch
and Miss Hope E. Richards.
WALTER P. CHRYSLER'S
Waldoboro, Aug. 26, William G.
THREE-TIMES-A-WEEK
Rines and Miss Edna E. Black.
Rockland. Me.. Sept730, 1930.
Vinalhaven, Sept. 5, Frank D.
Personally appeared Frank S. Lyddie.
who on oath declares that he is Press
Proctor of Lowell. Mass, and Helen
man In the office of The Courier-Gazette,
G. Snowman of Vinalhaven.
A review from the columns
and that of the issue of this paper of
Thomaston, Sept. 6, Edward V.
of this paper of some of the
Sept. 27. 1930, there was printed a total
Of 6435 copies.
FRANK B MILLER.
Oxton and Susan M. Averill.
happenings which interested
HOT WEATHER DISPOSITIONS
Notary Public.
Rockland, Sept. 5, Frank H. Sim
Rockland and vicinity in this
'
The
motorist
is
now coming up up behind. He is probably a case
mons of Chelsea. Mass., and Lottie
month 1905.
The Lord Is our defense and the
for his share of psychoanalysis. in stubbornness.
M. Sherer of Rockland.
Holy One of Israel is our king.—
With cars practically perfect from
The nervous person fumes and
Rockland, Sept. 4. William A.
Psalm 89:18.
the mechanical standpoint, and traf fidgets at the wheel, and pokes the
The Fourth Maine Regiment. Creighton and May Ahearn.
fic rules and regulations covering nose of the car out continually,
Bridgton. Aug. 30, Sumner O.
Maine Battery Naval Veter
almost every"'situation under the edging and blowing his horn, and
Massachusetts Republicans, after a Second
Newcombe
and
Augusta
De
Shon
ans and Berdan’s Sharpshooters met
sun, made, and largely enforced, making little Tushes, for an ad
hectic encounter with the primaries, in Camden. Given B. Thorndike of Albee.
some other factor must lie con vance, He can rarely be depended
Martinsville,
Sept.
6,
Willis
N.
are now in for a campaign full of Rockland being elected president;
sidered in order to account for upon to fit into the hole for which
and Ina M. Rawley.
stow moving traffic and accidents in lie plunges, and were it not for the
excitement and strain. It is vain to and John W. Titus secretary and Hooper
Vinalhaven,
Sept.
11,
Arthur
Fran

general.
indulgence of the driver who lets
speculate at this distance of a month treasurer. The Second Maine Cav cis of Salem, Mass., and Lena Went
Connecticut and several other him into line there would be an
alry held its annual reunion at the
from voting day what is going to take same time and place, electing J. W. worth of Vinalhaven.
states, hive about decided that men accident.
Rockland. Sept. 14. Thomas Booth
tal tests are the next step towards
place, but it looks more like a contest Gillespie of Boston as president.
The man with a sense of resent
of
Foxboro,
Mass.,
and
Mrs.
Lizzie
eliminating the driver who is a ment and antagonism, refuses child
between wets and ci^vs. than between Governor Cobb was one of the speak
A.
Spaulding
of
Rockland.
"problem". He is to be tried, among ishly to let certain cars pass him,
the two national political organiza ers at the campfire.
Belfast, Sept. 13. Leslie C. Follett
other things, for his temperament.
runs miles to show another car
The armored cruiser Colorado was
tions upon strictly party measures. given
and
Miss
Frederica
M.
Cook.
Under the stress of slow moving that he can pass it. and aits off the
a standardization test on the
Camden,
Sept.
13,
Charles
M.
traffic
which
crawls
in
and
out
of
driver who passes him, when he has
The Democrats as a party are dis new Rockland trial course, being the
big cities especially during the tiie opportunity.
ciS'a,'°n S tuil,-iri B Sf,o*9rfk,
tinctly allied with the wet side of the first warship to have that distinction. Kitching and Miss Agnes Hunter.
summer,
dispositions
are
clearly
Waldoboro, Aug. 30, Raymond
Even those who arc normally of
question which is today nationally The maximum speed attained was Creamer of Waldoboro and Miss
revealed.
The
selfish
man
clings
fairly even disposition sometimes
prominent. This is true in New York 22.22 knots. Capt. Duncan Kennedy Mae L. Harriman of Franconia. N. H.
stubbornly to the best part of the break under the strain of driving in
was in command of the ship and
road
and
goes
at
exactly
the
speed
traffic and heat combined. A clear
Waldoboro, Aug. 30. Ellis DeCosta
as well as in Massachusetts, and Capt. J. H. Dayton was president of
he wishes. He pulls'over for no mind, patience, anc unselfishness
and Mrs. Luella Lawrence.
I
doubtless in some other states. It the Trial Board.
one.
and
outside
of
getting
into
a
will go a long way towards amelior
Rockland. Sept. 13, Alfred L. Mc
Ross Crane, famous authority on interior decorating, picked Mise '
Col. Samuel N. Allen, former war
can be recalled that in earlier days
clinch with his fenders there is no ating conditions.
Intyre
and
Ella
F.
Hunt,
both
of
Ann Lee Pennington of Cincinnati, above, to represent the early Ameri- jr
s...
way of passing him. So traffic piles
the same party arrayed itself against den of the State Prison and gov Rockport.
can period, in a recent exhibit of Berkey and Cay furniture.
ernor of the Soldiers Home at Togus,
* * * *
the Maine Law. as it was then known, died at the age of 79. He was a na
Waldoboro, Sept. 12. Aaron Rey
and nothing but defeat attended tive of Cushing.
Wlnchenbach, lb.... 5 0 2 7 2 0 water and son and Mr. and Mrs. Joel
- •offer
—.1
away at Eddie Lofmann for enough H. Oardner, 3b .... 4 11110 Prescott attended the Union Fair last
its campaigns. Maine Democrats
Valentine Chisholm, superinten-' nolds of Haverhill. Mass., and Mrs.
PIRATES WIN AGAIN
’•Xo,
Frances
E.
Bacon
of
Waldoboro.
runs
to
win
the
contest.
ent
of
the
Street
Railway,
was
granted
Wednesday.
I
Ca.
Mosher.
2b
....
4
115
2
0
eventually passed from opponents of
South Thomaston. Sept. 27. Bert
Al Starr led the hitting for the Annis, rf .......
a
patent
on
a
track
scraper.
3
10
0
10
A fine concert was given under the
prohibition to be its supporters. We
An amateur roller polo league was, R. Witham and Miss Minnie M. Dick Perry Wins the Fifth visitors slugging out two triples and i Tripp, t: .............. 1 0 0 4 0 0 auspices of Grand View Grange by
find it possible to believe that a formed consisting of Rockland, j Morgan.
a
double.
Clyde
Mosher
’
s
long
triple
■ Perry, cf,p ........... 3 2 2 0 2 0 Converse Nickerson at Tranquility
Straight As Pirates Top
These births were recorded:
with two men on, bringing his team Robbins. If ........... 3 2 0 1 0 2 Grange hall, Lincolnville, Friday
similar result may attend upon the Auburn, Gardiner and Bath.
Rockland,
Aug.
29.
to
Mr.
and
Mrs.
‘5-00
back
in
the
running,
was
a
feature
Rockport
I
2
to
10
Roy
Hix
of
Rockland
who
was
em|
present agitation. There are those
Cl. Mosher, c, rf .... 4 119 0 0 night.
for the Pirates. The score:
in the Knox Woolen Mill. Frank
„ ,, E. Dyer,
. „ .a .daughter.
. ..
. ..
Gray, p, cf .......... 3 2 1010
who prophacy the passing of both the ployed
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Harper
of
Bradley
Camden, got caught in the machinery Rockland, Sept. 5, to Mr. and Mrs
With Dick Perry pitching airtight
Rockport
visited Mr. and Mrs. Roy Wight Sun
present parties and a nationwide and had three ribs broken.
Daniel Proctor, a son.
ball as relief pitcher, the Rockland
34 12 9 27 11 2 day. Mr. Harper worked at the radio
ab r bh po a •
The W. H. Glover Co. had contracts
Rockland, bept. 5. to Mr. and Mrs
relignment of the entire voting popu
Pirates came from behind Sunday A. Starr, ss ........... 5 3 3 0 2 1 Rockport ...... 13200300 1—10 station here a few years ago.
lation upon the sharply divided lines to build a $10,000 schoolhouse in Jo^ c Bridges,, a~ daughter.
1 3 0 0 Pirates ........ 1 0 0 2 2 3 1 3 x—12
Thomaston.
Sept.
6.
to
Mr.
and
to pull the game out of the fire and Gardner, rf ........... 5 $
Webb has been threshing grain
Stonington, and to practically rebuild
Two base hits, A. Starr, N. Lof- forCarl
cf dry and wet.
Homalinen,
lb
........
4
118
0 0
Mrs.
William
Gillchrist,
a
daughter.
Charles Field and Harold Her
walk
away
with
the
decision,
12
to
the Burnt Island station.
j
mann,
Gray.
Three
base
hits,
A.
l
1 5 2 0
Waldoboro. Aug. 30. to Mr. and 10. against the "Flying Finns" of G. Starr, c cf....... 4 2
rick.
B. Randall Andros, manager of the
The horse-chestnut burr now yields Thorndike'Hotel,
Lofmann, 2b .... 3 0 2 1 2 0 ' Starr 2, Cl. Mosher. Sacrifice hit,
Twenty-two members of Grand
died suddenly at Mrs. Newell Genthner, a son.
Rockport. Rockport started off big N.
■
Gray.
Double
play,
A.
Starr,
N.
0 2 0 1
Matinicus, Sept. 6, to Mr. and Mrs. and before the sixth inning had E. Lofmann, cf, p .... 4 1
itself to the early manifestations of the age of 65.
Lofmann and Homalinen. Struck View Grange attended Pomona at
James
B.
Thompson,
a
daughter.
M.
Starr,
p,
3b
......
5
110
0
0
Equity Grange, Belfast, Tuesday ev^frost and discloses the smoothly
F. I. Lamson leased the Walter J.
ended they had banged out ten hits
Rockport, Sept. 6. to Mr. and Mrs. for a total of nine runs off "Chum- Hclein. If, 3b ......... 4 10 10 1 odt, by Gray 8, by Perry 4, by M. ning. ’
polished nut snuggled at the inside Wood hardware store.
Starr 6. by E. Lofmann 2. Bases on
Salinen,
c,
3b
.......
4
13
4
11
| ., Q
starting Rockland pitcher.
Mrs. Henry M. Falcina fell break- Hubert Butler, a daughter.
Mrs. Percy Herrick visited relatives
balls, off Gray 4, off Perry 1, off E.
of it. Do boys today value this
Rockland. Sept 12 to Mr.<and Perry went
,n the sevemh
ing one of her wrists.
Lofmann 2. Hit by pitcher, Gard in Belmont Saturday.
38
10
12
24
7
4
autumnal product as the boys of
Mrs. George T. Stewart, a son.
the score of nine to eight against
Prize winning babies at the Penob
ner. Perry. Wild pitch. Gray. Win
Appleton, Sept. 5, to Mr. and Mrs. him
earlier times valued it? The youth scot View Grange fair were: First
Pirates
and held Rockport helpless, re
GARDINERS EXPENSE BILL
ning pitcher, Perry. Losing pitcher,
Andrew
Bean,
a
son.
of that period had fewer things upon class. Celeste Bridges; second class.
the side on strikeouts in the
ab r bh po a e E. Lofmann. Umpire Hall.
Custom Made
Deer Isle, Sept. 6, to Mr. and Mrs. tiring
ninth, while his mates hammered Freeman, ss ......... 4 2 1 0 2 0
■ Election campaign expenses of Gov.
which to exercise his imagination. ’ Margaret Adelaide Crockett; third Hezekiah Powers, a son.
Gardiner, who was re-elected this
Sometimes we think that perhaps class, Corice L. Thomas. The judges
SUIT OR OVERCOAT
Schenectady. N. Y., Sept. 23. to Mr.
SOUTH BELFAST
were Mrs. E. S. Farwell and Mrs. and Mrs. H. W. Mansfield, formerly
month, amounted to $1555. according
for that reason, he was the happier. Laura
Mrs.
Arthur
Carver
and
children
Sylvester of Rockland and of Union, a son.
have returned to their home in Au to an account filed Monday with cut right with Good Lining
To gather the shiny horse-chestnut Mrs. Josie Baker of Boston.
Vinalhaven, Sept. 24. to Mr. and
gusta after spending the summer Secretary of State Smith. The sum
in quantities sufficient to spread upon
Congressman Littlefield who had Mrs. Charles A. Poole, a son.
with her mother, Mrs. Sellers, who of $1500 was given the Republican
been
attending
the
International
the attic floor; to perform skilfully
Vinalhaven, Sept. 26. to Mr. and
accompanied them to Augusta to State committee, $30 to the Gardine:
Parliamentary
Union
in
Brussells.
Republican City committee, and $25
with a pair of them attached to a bit was given an audience, with other Mrs. Nathan D. Arey. a son.
make a visit.
Tenant's Harbor. Sept. 23. to Mr.
of string—ultimately observed de Congressmen, by Emperor William
Miss Ruth Wight spent the week- to the Augusta Republican city com I measure, deliver and guarantee
! end with her grandparents, Mr. and mittee, the account showed.
them to fit
pending from the telegraph wire—to of Germany. They chatted for and Mrs. Albion Williams a daugh
ter..
Mrs. Fred Herrick.
Call me by telephone and I will
compare your collection with that of about 20 minutes, and discussed
Rockland. Sept. 15. to Mr. and Mrs.
Mrs. Fred Herrick. Ruth Wight and
a rival collector—these were the tast world affairs following the Russo- Llewellyn C. Ames, a daughter.
call on you with samples
George Hardy were in Searsport Sun
Japanese war. The Kaiser ex
Warren, Sept. 10, to Mr. and Mrs.
day.
ed joys of youth in those far-off pressed satisfaction that the United
a son, Maurice.
The Hilltop 4-H Club held its local
AT
happy days. Men arrived at a more States was building its navy. Thomas J. Carroll,
• ♦ • •
contest at the Grange hall Monday. 1 Electric Washing Machine
sedate but not the less imaginative ' Thirteen years later he was not
The Thomaston Art Cub held its
The children had a fine display of At a Great Sacrifice. Small weekly 29 Chestnut Street
Tel. 986-J
period carried a horse-chestnut in quite so well satisfied).
annual meeting, electing Mrs. A. C.
their year's work.
payments. Write II. L. M., care of
Rockland, Me.
Restricted
legislation
for
automo

Strout president. Others who held
the trousers pocket as a charm biles was being urged.
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Herrick, son Courier-Gazette.
114-tf
117-118
office were Mrs. J. A. Levensaler,
Harold, Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Drinkagainst rheumatism.
Frank H. Whitney was planning to Mrs. J. W. Stfcut, and Mrs. R. O.
spend the winter in Fruitland Park, Elliot. The club was to study
Unemployment presents conditions Fla., where a cottage had been built Russia.
248 MAIN STREET, ROCKLAND
that from every angle are little to be j for him.
Rockport schools opened with
Thomas
Shea,' who ..had.. been
desired. How
to
\| spendlng
..
. E.' summer
i
iv deal
u..,u with the
u c quesh
the
m Northport. Carleton W. Steward as principal
tion lays a tax upon the wisdom of went to Massachusetts where his and Miss Julia Hills as assistant.
Thomas A. Carr, 65, died in Thom
We have added a New Sanitary Fish Depart
all in authority. In Boston the Un company was rehearsing. C. W. Lee aston.
He was a Civil War veteran,
of
Camden
was
a
member
of
the
employed Council has addressed to
engaged in the insurance business
ment with Special Refrigerator Cases and Cold
the city government its demand that company, and George Wentworth of and had held several town offices.
Camden was electrician.
The
Warren
postoffice
was
burglar

steps be taken immediately for the
Box. We invite you to inspect it and try the
The Central Labor Union cele
property valued at $500 being
creation, out of moneys already brated Labor Day at Crescent Beach, ized.
taken, together with bonds valued at
delicious product.
planned for public expenditures, ol but stormy weather prevented ath $1500 belonging to the postmaster's
letics.
G.
B.
Butler
and
Frank
B
a fund to be applied to unemployed,
sister.
Mrs.
Charles
H.
Jones.
Miller were the speakers. A. J.
The First Congregational Church
each worker to receive not less than Titus was chairman of the celebra
in Camden celebrated its centennial.
$25 a week, plus five dollars a week tion.
L. D. Evans was pastor.
Disgusted Rockland folks did not Rev.
for each dependent. We can visualize
G. N. Miller of Camden bought the
see
the
eclipse
of
the
sun
owing
to
some individuals with an assured
Sweetland store property in Rock- i
the cloudy skies.
weekly Income of that size being
Schooner M. C. Haskell was port.
S. Gushee of Appleton bought
reluctant to hunt for work.
wrecked at Chatham. Mass., Mate a U.
Effective October 1 In The Following Towns
and undertaking busi
Paulson losing his life. The craft nessfurniture
in Farmington. Charles Bills
was
owned
by
I.
L.
Snow
&
Co.,
and
The slowing up of industry, which
was to manage the furniture and
BATH
ROCKLAND
has been registering countrywide Capt Arthur Wingfield.
store business in Appleton.
Samuel
Gompers,
president
of
the
RETAIL
TRADE
IMPROVES
proportions, gives evidence of turn American Federation of Labor was
FAIRFIELD
WINDSLOW
WATERVILLE
ing the corner and retracing its steps. making speeches in Knox County.
American
business
has
“
ceased"
the
Among the distinguished visitors marked decline characteristic of a
It is comforting to note in the con
nection that in our own community in Rockland during the summer were number of earlier months and there
In line with standardization of rates throughout our territory and gen
these manifestations of business Judge Alton B. Parker, Attorney are some distinctly encouraging fea- I
eral improvement in service to customers, a new rate revision is announced
General William H. Moody, William cures for the immediate future, Sec- 1
New York and Chicago
depression have not been in the class K. Vanderbilt, Jr., Rear Admiral F.
to become effective October 1 which will mean a substantial saving to a
of Commerce Lamont said
large percentage of customers in the above communities.
with those reported from other sec W. Dickens, Samuel Gompers. retary
Monday. "The most encouraging as
tions of the country. We think it has Charles Dana Gibson and Richard pects are the growth of export trade
.
Made to Measure Clothes
The New Rate Is As Follows:
generally’ been observed that this cor Harding Davis.
revealed by August statistics and
Oscar G. Burns bought Benjamin as
the distinct picking up of retail trade
ner of Maine is the latest to be affect Perry's oil business.
in this country," he said.
First 200 cu. ft. or less,
....
ed by these recurrent seasons of
$1.00
This is the line sold by the late G. K. Mayo. We
The marriages for this period were:
Next 1,800 cu. ft. at
depression and the quickest to recover
.14 per 100 cu. ft.
Rockland. Aug. 30. David W. Ramwhen things resume their upward
Next 23,000 cu. ft at
have received the New Fall Samples and will be
.12 per 100 cu. ft.
i
sell
and
Abbie
B.
Wentworth.
trend.
DR. E. L. SCARLOTT
Next 23,000 cu. ft. at
Rockland. Aug. 31. Henry H. Rand
.11 per 100 cu. ft.
pleased to serve old and new customers at same
all and Alice L. Harrington.
35 LIMEROCK ST.
ROCKLAND
Next
50,000 cu. ft at
A correspondent, who acknowledges
.10 per 100 cu. ft.
Rockland. Alvin H. Arey and Cora
reasonable prices. Men’s Suits and Overcoats
Balance,
Osteopathic Physician
that he isn’t intimately acquainted M. Patterson.
.09 per 100 cu. ft.
Union. Aug. 19, John Storer of
with the ways of what is known as
Telephone 136
Practically all customers using over 1100 cu. ft. of gas per month will
i
Union
and
Addie
Howes,
formerly
ol
made
to
your
individual
measure.
These
are
benefit from this saving.
high society, wonders if it is true, as
! Liberty.
Here is how it works out under both the old and new rates and shows a
the fiction magazines set forth in
the new reduced prices—
comparison for the customer who uses around 2,000 cu. ft. of gas a month.
their stories, that such society spends
its time drinking cocktails, and
New Rate
Fruit Soups Are Refreshing
breaking laws generally. We have
First
200
cu.
ft.
at
$1.00
noticed in Mr. Oppenheim's novels
By JOSEPH BOGGIA, Chef
Next
1,800
cu.
ft.
at
14c
per
100
cu.
ft
The
Plaza
Hotel,
New
York
City
2.52
that the characters alternately divide
their time between lighting a cigaret
Total cost for 2,000 cu. ft.
$3.52
and drinking a whiskey and soda.
N the eyes of thousands who stand in the refrigerator overnight
have been brought up in the one cup orange juice, threc-fourths
Whether the author named moVes
Old Rate
sound old traditions of Ameri cup grapefruit juice, five cloves
and observes in the regions the cor
can cooking, a dinner without soup
a two-inch strip of cinnamon.
2,000
cu.
ft.
at
20c
Net
per 100 cu. ft.
respondent alludes to we cannot say. is no dinner at all. Summer and and
$4.00
Bring to the boiling point one cup

The Courier-Gazette

Early Period Furniture
Seen in Fine Reproductions

25 YEARS AGO

TRAFFIC TALKS

SUITS, OVERCOATS

ANNOUNCING A

$25.00 up „

Fish Department

FOR SALE

C. A. HAMILTON

Glendenning’s Market

Gas Service
RATE REVISION

We Wish To Announce That We Have

Taken the Agency For the

J. L. TAYLOR & CO.

from $22.50 up

B. L. Segal

I

This week sees the Lincoln County
Fair holding the right of way, with
an announced program that should
attract a 1 the elements of success.
We can wish its management no
better wish than that the success
last week enjoyed by the Union Fair
may be duplicated at Damariscotta.

Those additional figures given
Rockland by the census bureau are
thankfully acknowledged. We can
iook with pride upon 9075 as an
arrangement easy to remember and
setting our municipality well up
among the smaller New England
Cities.

September In Maine has fulfilled
every demand made upon it for beau
tiful weather, and the vacationists
who have prolonged their stay are not
sorry. And there yet remains the
autumnal glory of October, with No
vember's supplemental Indian sum- |
jner.

the
mercury
hovers in the
eighties or the
twenties, they
demand their
soup and refuse
to hr satisfied
without
i t.
They are rapid
ly learning to
demand a cold
soup in summer
.r
and a hot soup
lu winter, hut
one and all dei
m a n d their
Chef Boggia
soup.
Jellied bouil
lons and eonsorr.mes are, of course,
the familiar types of cold soups,
hut there is no reason why we
should be restricted to these. In
Norway, Germany and many other
countries of Europe, cold fruit
soups are widely enjoyed for their
delicacy of flavor and refreshing
qualities. There seems to he no
good reason why we in this coun
try should not seize the oppor
tunity to add variety to this part
of our menu.

winter,

whether

Iced Fruit Soup—Mix and

of the syrup drained from a can of
raspberries. Add a teaspoon of
cornstarch mixed with cold water.
Cflok three minutes and add onefourth cup sugar and one-eighth
teaspoon salt. Add fruit juices,
strain and place in refrigerator
until very cold. Serve with shaved
ice.
Grape Soup—Add one-half cup
sugar to a half-pint of water and
simmer until clear. Add one pint
of juice pressed from ripe grapes,
and the juice of one-half lemon.
Add a half tablespoon of softened
tapioca and again simmer until
clear. Keep in refrigerator until
very cold and serve with shaved
ice.
Raspberry Soup—Let stand for
one hour, one quart of mashed rasp
berries thoroughly mixed with onehalf pound of sugar. Presq through
sieve. Heat slowly, stirring all the
time.
When boiling point Is
reached add one tablespoon corn
starch dissolved in cold water.
When clear and smooth, add onefourth cup non-alcoholic sherry.
Remove and keep in refrigerator
until well chided. Serve with
let shaved ice.

CLOTHIER

✓

Saving of 48c.

For the many customers who use around 3,000 cu. ft. a month there is
still greater savings, as follows:

ROCKLAND, MAINE
117&119

GASOLINE AND KEROSENE ENGINES
Wood Sawing and Hoisting Equipment
For Fall Farm Work
2330
The cplcndid display at cur store will interest you—and you will

find our prices and terms are RIGHT
If you cannot conveniently call—Write for catalog
FARM,

DAIRY

and

POULTRYSVPHJES — SEEDS

endall
fECtRAt and

TEMPLL

& Whitney
STS.,

PCRTI.AIW

MAIAIE

New Rate
First 200 cu. ft. at
Next 1,800 cu. ft. at 14c per 100 cu. ft.
Next 1,000 cu. ft. at 12c per 100 cu. ft.

Total Cost,

Old Rate
3,000 cu. ft. at 20c Net per 100 cu. ft
Saving of $1.28.
*

$1.00
2.52
1.20

$4.72
$6.00

For greater consumption of gas a corresponding lower rate per cubic foot
is involved resulting ln still greater savings to the customer.
The application of the revised rate will gladly be explained by our Company’s nearest representative.

\

Central Maine Power Co.
General Offices

Augusta, Maine
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Every-Other-Day

There will be a stated communica
Rockland City Band will conclude
Miss Helen Eurns attended the
CAMDEN
its pleasant and successful 1930 sea tion of Aurora Lodge Wednesday eve Chiropodist convention in Portland
son with three days at Damariscotta ning.
Sunday.
The Woman’s Baptist Missionary
Fair.
COMING NEIGHBORHOOD EVENTS
Conference of Eastern Maine will be
There
was
recorded
at
the
Knox
Jasper E. Rawley, The CourierOct. 1—World Scries (baseball) begins
held at the Chestnut Street Baptist
•—oil any radio.
The Maine W.C.T.U. shows a large Gazette’s make-up man, is enjoying Registry this morning a deed con Church next Thursday. It will be an
Oct. 1 -iFootball) Rockland High vs
veying
the
P.ockport
Hotel
property,
Crosby lllsli (Belfast) at Community increase in membership. Rockland a week's vacation.
day session. Dinner will be served
owned by Mrs. E. Benson Stanley to all
adds 16, Camden 3, Rockport 8 and
Park.
at the church.
Oct. 4 Knox Pomona Grange, meets Waldoboro 10.
Mrs.
Mary
Louise
Bok.
W. T. Richardson who is employed
Mrs. Clarence Harmon of Portland
with Medomak Valley Orange. Burkettby the city, is having his annual
was the weekend guest of her aunt.
ville.
Mrs.
Lucy
E.
Holbrook
of
41
Grace
Oct. 6 Shakespeare Society meets with
A meeting of the managers of the vacation part of which has been
Mary C. Davis, Megunticook
Mrs. H. II. Fales. 73 Camden street.
street would be pleased to receive Miss
Home for Aged Women will be held spent ln Appleton and Union.
street.
Opt.
11-Limerock Valley Pomona
cards and letters on her birthday Mr. and Mrs. Thomas McKay have j
Grange
meets
with
Wessawtskcag Wednesday at 2.30 at the home of
Thursday. She has been an invalid returned
Grange. South Thomaston.
the president, Mrs. Lester Sherman.
from a motor trip to Canada.
The J. W. Crocker house on for two years. This kindness would
i»<c. 22 7-1 Annual Stale leechers' eonvenMrs. Leo F. Strong is a medical pa - , Jjj;
Orange street has been sold through be greatly appreciated.
*
• ■
31
Uon in Bangor.
Oct. 21-26 State Christian Endeavor
tient at the Camden Community
The October meeting of the “Men’s R. U. Collins’ real estate agency to
Conve: 'ion. First Baptist Church.
Bible Class of the Littlefield Memo Miss Grace Gott of Stonington.
(let. 2: Annual meeting of Knux-Lbienln
Motor cars operated by Harry Levy Hospital.
rial Free Baptist Church will be held
Farm Bureau.
Rockland and Walter Wadsworth Mr. and Mrs. George Mutch have
of
Nov. 5—U. S. Army Band at Strand Thursday evening at 7.30. It is hoped
The W.C.T.U. will meet at 2.30 of Camden were in collision at Bel moved into the Glidden house on
Theatre.
Friday with Mrs. Evelyn Sherman. fast Sunday and in Belfast Municipal Washington street recently vacated
Nov. 7-Penobscot View Grange holds to have a speaker.
annual lair.
There will be reports from the dele Court yesterday Levy was fined $5 by Mr. and Mrs. Carl Leighton. Mr. |
William J. Sullivan was back in gates to the State Convention and and costS for having his car improp and Mrs. Leighton are leaving soon
for San Francisco, Calif., where they
Heather This Week
the conning tower of Perry's coal other business.
erly registered.
will spend the winter.
Weather outlook for the week in office yesterday having completed a
and Mrs. Clarence Taylor spent
North Atlantic States: Generally fortnight’s vacation, part of which
Lincoln County Fair at Damari theMr.
Legionnaires who are planning to
weekend in Boston, guests of their
fair except showers Thursday or was spent at Richardson Manor and attend the National convention in scotta opens today. The trustees are
Coin Dot Voiles
Cream and Ecru
son Clifford, who is attending Oxford
Friday. Temperature about normal the shores of Seven Tree Pond.
Boston by Pullman are requested to after the scalp of the person who cir College in Cambridge.
Tuesday followed by considerably
pay for their reservation on or be culated the report that children were
Cottage Sets
Battle Lodge, I.O.O.F., visited
Dainty Marquisette
wanner Wednesday and Thursday
Tomorrow Dr. Kent goes to Boston fore Thursday. The amount is to be barred from the fair this year St.Mt.
Lodge at Tenant's Har
and cooler at the end of the week.
In Blue, Green or Gold. These have a new
on account of infantile paralysis. A bor George
to attend a clinic on the injection $19.39.
These
have
picot
ruffle
Saturday night and conferred
shaped scalloped valance
treatment of hemorrhoids. During
reward of $1000 has been offered for the first
degree. Supper was served.
Charlie Jones is back on the job. this time the duties of health officer
information
which
will
lead
to
the
$1.50
Winslow-Holbrook
Post
will
nomi

Mr.
and
Mrs.
Robert
Jamieson
reat the Fuller-Cobb-Davis store, after will be handled by the City Marshal. nate officers at a special meeting apprehension of
perxin There
from a motQr
a three weeks' stay in Dexter with Dr. Kent will return to his office Thursday night at which time.ad* 1^1 *
Boston. Enroute home they were
which
214 yards long
Floral Designs
friends.
Monday.
vance information will be furnished | gQ
a successful country falr. guests in Lewiston of Mr. and Mrs.
to those who are planning to attend Thfe Rockland City Band will be one William G. Stover.
Scranton Nets
White Voile
The auxiliary of Sons of Union
The harmonica contest which has the Boston convention.
Miss Lucine Arau has completed her
of the attractions.
Veterans meets tomorrow evening, been in progress at Park Theatre
duties at the Megunticook Fruit Co.
with supper at 6, with Mrs. Mabel wound up in a blaze of glory Satur
$1.50 to $2.95
resumed her position as teacher
69c
Sti
Monday evening a reception was and
Beaton as chairman.
day night, first prize going to Eddie
in the fourth grade on Monday.
rctu
Lines
have
extended
the
return
time
held
at
the
National
Soldiers
Home,
Robinson. Billy Reed, who won first
limit from Boston on their special
SENTER CRANE COMPANY
Last week’s prizes at Carr’s bowl place in the national contest in New excursion to Boston during American Togus, in honor of National Auxiliary
President Edith Bird of Ohio and in Boston.
ing alleys: Hooper, 122; V. Norton. York ln 1915 and again in San Fran
Anna m’S o?M°XhS" ' Mrs’ B F Mathews and dau^hter » will attend the American Le120: C. Smalley, Jacobs and W. L cisco in 1917, was master of cere Xge^Tih5:
A NEW “RACKET”
Oliver. 116; Daris and Williams, 111. monies.
leave all ports in Maine on Oct. 3 or
Rai,^w
contributed ,arRely “SX
“"Tmcs n®? Dkkens hTve
Many Chambers of Commerce arc
4 and tickets will be good returning tQ thc entertainment. These members le. s ™ Winchester, Mass.
Mr. and Mrs. D. J. Dickens have
M1CKIE SAYS—
No more cancs will be presented to from Boston until Oct. 15. Previous of Ralph Ulmer Camp and Auxiliary Mrs. Henry Foster has returned j returned from a trip to Bridgton and issuing this warning to householder
Capt. and Mrs. H. R. Huntley are
obsei’.ing their 59t!i wedding anni those decrepit Forty Club members return limit had been October 8th. attended: Commander and Mrs. A. from an extended visit with relatives - Canada. From Bridgton they were against the wiles of slick portrait
versary today. They are making no who survive until their 41st birthday Fares will be on the basis of one-way M. Hastings, Mr. and Mrs. Harry in Denver, Col
accompanied by Mr. and Mrs. Frank salesmen. The photo-enlargement
Oaje good tpimg about
“racket’ is described as follows:
especial note of the occasion, but according to a vote at yesterday's fare for the round trip: Excursion Mather, Mr. and Mrs. George Lurvey, The Misses Porter have returned Webb.
"The game is simple. A smooth
EDITORS. TWEY AlkfT CREPE
friends are not permitting the occa business session. This action is due has been arranged so that partici Mr. and Mrs. John Ranlett, Mr. and from a motor trip to Ashville, N. C,
tongued salesman from out-of-town
HAWGERS. TO TU' EDITOR,
to the advancement of the retirement pants will be in Boston on Monday, Mrs. Ralph E. Doherty, Mrs. Myra Mr. and Mrs. Christopher Longsion to pass unnoticed.
BORN
HIS "LOWkl (S 1H‘ BEST |U TH'
age a decade. The club voted to co Oct. 6 when President Hoover makes Watts, Mrs. Ella Hyland, Mrs. Annie worth left Monday for a motor trip BRACKETT—At Monhegan. Sept. 26. to offers a wonderful opportunity to
LAMP, HIS 'tOWWSPEOPie
Mr. and Mrs Courtland Brackett, a ' have your favorite photo enlarged
Ralph W. Lufkin has sold his hop^c operate fully in the opening of the his address there and they will also Snow, Mrs. Annie Trundy, Mrs. Ma through points of interest in Canada.
daughter Lucille.
I for a ridiculously small sum, as part
ARE GOPS OWM PEOPLE, AMP
at The Highlands toT. D. Delano of airport and voted a letter of appre be able to witness the great American rion Richards, I. L. Cross and Mrs. Mr. and Mrs. Alexis Gross are | JOYCE
At
Whitinsville.
Mass..
Sept.
16.
guests of Mr. and Mrs. W. W. Knight I to Mr and Mrs. 'Harold F. Joyce, a of an advertising campaign. Or per
BUSINESS tS ALWAYS
Hill street, who is to occupy it at ciation to the Curtiss people for the Legion Parade on Tuesday, Oct. 7th.
Florence Hastings. Dr. and Mrs. in Darby, Penn.
haps he will let you draw a ‘lucky
BOOMING. WOULONT IT
daughter, Mona Evelyn.
once. Mr. Lufkin is moving this week services rendered Rockland by Capt.
Richan and Mr. and Mrs. William Mr. and Mrs. D. O. Stahl of North
. number,’ which will entitle you to
BE TERRIBLE IF EDITORS
%
into the house at 8 f)tis street which William Wincapaw.
Work has begun in remodeling and Lawrence of Los Angeles accompanied
Waldoboro and Mr. and Mrs. B. L.
I a ‘free’ enlargement. (The number
WERE KWOcKERS, IUSTEAD
MARRIED
he has recently purchased.
decorating the interior of the large the Rockland members.
Bornheimer and Lincoln Morse of j REED. WASHburn - At Thomaston, drawn is always the ‘lucky’ one).
OF BOOSTERS
Confusion caused by similarity of steel building on Tillson avenue
Portland were recent guests of Mr. Setft. 27. by Rev. H. S. Kllborn. Allen , In either case, when the sales
Miss BqrthA McIntosh is resuming names may result in annoyance and owned by the Rockland Produce Co.,
A Portland concern has the con and Mrs. John Stahl.
Reed and Miss Florence Washburn,
7------man returns with the proof he will
both of Ayer, Mass.
her classes in ballroom dancing this has been the lot of Mr. and Mrs. where one of the newest 18-hole tract for remodelling the upper story
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Foxwell and
endeavor to sell a frame for the ptcMonday evening, Oct. 13. and is now Kenneth F. Smith of North Main miniature golf courses will be in of the Munsey Motor Company’s ga son Marshall have returned to their
\ joefMprs
DiED
ture- High pressure tactics, emengaged in making enrollment of street. Mr. Smith was the stellaP stalled. The course, known as the rage opposite the PostoHice on Lime home in Yankton. S. D„ after a visit
for Hi?
—At Thomaston. Sept 27. Fred-' bodying the last word in ‘salesman pupils'. While she will teach the end of R. H. S. back in '21 under the 1931 advanced model Galllvan Boule rock street, and when the somewhat with her parents, Mr. and Mrs. C. post
erick L. Post, formerly of Rockland.; ship’ persuade many customers to
usual ballroom program.*she will spe euphonious name of "Smoky,” who vard, is not only one of the most remarkable transformation has been Wilkes Babb.
MORTON-At 72TenSnt’s Harbor. Sept Pay exorbitant prices, more than
cialize in the old-fashioned dances has since been engaged in the build popular in the country today but one I compieted the havloft will have been
Mrs. D. J. Dougherty, Misses Alma 28. Hcrriet a . wife of L. o Morton, covering the cost of the enlargement,
ing
ttades
and
is
now
employed
in
of
the
most
expensive,
having
the
'
denU
ded
of
its
horse
fodder
and
a
and the waltz.
and Doris Dougherty and Mrs. Arthur aged 80 years. 2 months. 9 days. Fu-1 for cheap, gaudy frames.
Bucksport. Mrs. Smith was Edith finest equipment available. The pro- 1 nine-hole miniature golf course will Dougherty and baby were slightly
‘y Friendship. Sept. 24.
24. "However, should you insist upon
Earle Rokes was convicted in York, local stenographer and they moters’ Intention is to give Rockland ! have been installed. Meantime, in shaken up and bruised in an auto culHMAN-At
Lizzie D. Cushman, aged 70 years. 9 your picture without a frame, the
Municipal Court Saturday of operat maintain a home on North Main a course second to none in New Eng- | the basement of the same building, accident in Belfast Sunday. The car months. 12 days. Funeral Wednesday salesman departs and is seen no
ing a motor car while under the in street. The point is that there is no land and a big program is being for- I the old horse stalls are being re- in which they were driving was struck afternoon.
more. Lucky indeed are you if you
fluence of intoxicating liquor and rift in the lute of family happiness mulated for the opening night which moved and an auto repair shop with by one owned and driven by a Rock
can coax or threaten thc company
IN MEMORIAM
will be announced in a few days complete Oldsmobile service will be land man. Ke came from a side
wil£
was sentenced to three months in of the Kenneth F. Smiths.
In loving memory of our beloved hus into sending the enlargement, or
Burt Hoxie the well known writer on ' established. To those who hark back street without stopping. He assumed band
jail. Edward Waldron of Rockport,
and brother. Orren M. Wotton, who returning the original photo in good
away SepUx30. 1928.
who is alleged to have sought to pre
T. E. McNamara read the local miniature golf for the Boston Post, to the earlier history of this property all blame for the accident and paid passed
• condition
Today
recalls sad memories
vent Rokes’ arrest was fined $50 and news items about the peaches raised recently in charge of the Greater when it was under the ownership of for the damages.
Of a loved one gone to rest,
casts for resisting an officer.
And
those
that
think
of
him
today,
this year by Maurice Gregory of Boston miniature golf tournaments Albert Berry, W. N. Ulmer and
Gerald Brown of Washington is the
IN MEMORIAM
Are those that loved him best.
In memory of your love that never fait
Charles S. Robbins, all now deceased, guest of Mr. and Mrs. Fred Herrick.
’
; i Glencove and George A. Wooster and will officiate at the opening.
More and more each day we miss him.
ered.
the
evolution
from
the
days
when
Town Manager Herbert Thomas. Friends may think the wound has Of your faith ln us, and sacrifices, too,
Edwin Libby Relief Corps meets M. B. Winslow of Limerock street.
An interesting development in 1 horses held full sway to the present Jack Kennedy, Allie Dougherty, Mr.
healed.
In memory of the dearest of mothers.
Thursday evening, with supper at 6, Meeting a Courier-Gazette reporter
they little know the sorrow
In memory, mother dear, of you.
Main
street
business
circles
was
|
day
when
motor
cars
and
miniature
and Mrs. George Thomas, Mr. and But,
under the direction of Mrs. Amanda an expansive and decisive grin over
That lies within our hearts concealed.! Farollne F. Schwartz died Sept. 30. 1926.
made
known
yesterday
with
the
an-1
golf
courses
hold
sway
is
something
Mrs. Raymond Dow and Lawrence
Wife, Brothers
P’sters
Choate and Mrs. Nellie Higgins. In spread his genial features. “Huh,” he
*
Her Daughters
...................
...... ....at........
spection
will take...place
the...
efe sniffed, 'anybody would think those nouncement that Louis W. Fickett which no man could have dreamed.
has
bought
his
associates
’
interest
in
ning session, with Mrs. Carrie T. fellers had done something great,
Dou’.l of Portland, State president, Listen! and with distended eyes Tim the Maine Music Store and is now
acting as inspector. An entertain told the reporter about his tree at the sole proprietor of the business
ment will also be presented with Mrr. The Meadows, from which he had in Rockland. The cohcern was es Just as one expresses character in
Eliza Plummer, patriotic instructor, that day plucked 272 peaches of the tablished in 1890 by L. F. Chase and the way one lives and acts, «o can
honest to goodness kind, without a John E. Leach, who sold the busi you express character in the me
as chairman.
ness in 1917 to L. W. Fickett and morial you choose for the one you
tummy-ache in a carload.
Charles B. Snow. For several years have loved. It involves far more than
All singers who are interested in
Lively interest is being shown in this company owned and operated a merely choosing a stone as one chooses
the festival at Bangor Oct. 22 arc
aslmd to join with the Philharmonic the production of "The Old Peabody music store in Gardiner which was a living room chair.
Its design and its construction can
Club for rehearsal Thursday at 7.30 Pew” and its companion play afterward sold and a business bought
in Portland. The Portland store i tell a lovely story. Its setting means
____
p. m. at the home of E. F. ___
Berry,
*25"Trouble on Tory Hill" to be presentC-rove street. Bring “Halleluia# Ied at the Unlversalist Church Friday will continue under the direction of 1 much. And surely the fineness and
Chorus.” Handel, "The Heavens are evening. No efforts are being spared Mr. Snow, while Mr. Fickett will quality of thc stone must be consid
Telling." Havden, “Lovely Appear," to give the setting all the atmospheric devote his entire time to the store on ered. For this is a permanent ex
Gounod, “The Dance" from “Faust,” I effects associated with these plays of \ Maln street, Rockland. Under Mr. pression—made for the ages.
Maine
We will gladly advise you on these
Gounod and “Love Song.” CauffmM “ye o!den days.” Members of the cast Fickett
Dekett’’ss management
management the
the Maine
and all those taking part in the en- Music Store has developed into one questions'and you will not be placed
Mr. and Mrs. K. B. Crie attended
of
the
finest
establishments
of
its
under obligation to us when you ask
the Eastern Boston Association meet- tertainment or assisting in any way
ing+it the First Baptist Church, Win will be dressed in old-fashlonfed cos kind in the State. His foresight and them.
chester. Mass.. Friday, meeting their tumes. Mrs. E. F. Glover is acting as enterprise have been supplemented
E. A. GLIDDEN & Co.
Rev. B. P. Browne, pastor of thi- chairman, with Mrs. Hattie Davies by active participation in local af 1855
1930
church, ar.d his family; Miss Eda coaching “The Old Peabody Pew" fairs and a very generous attitude
WALDOBORO and
Knowlton of Rockland, director of and Joseph Emery "Trouble on Tory on the part of the ■store toward
ROCKLAND HIGHLANDS
such.
religious education, and Rev. and Hill."
Mrs. William H. Day of Winthrop.
Mass. Mr. and Mrs. Crie also called
Motoring on the Owl’s Head road
on friends and relatives in Brock Sunday afternoon, John Hollister, a
ton, Everett:, Brookline, and Arling machinist on the U.S.C.G. Kickapoo,
ton, returning home Saturday, ac-! undertook to pass another car. His
companied bv Miss Ernestine Getch- auto struck the gravelled shoulder of
el! and Miss Eda Butler wh,o had been the highway, skidding into the ditch,
puests of Mrs. William Hutchings, and fetching up with great violence
Peabody. Mass., for two weeks.
against a tree. With Mr. Hollister in
his car were Austin H. Troy, commis
The editorial rooms of The CourWx sary and navigating officer of the
Gazette were enlivened yesterday bv Kickapoo with Mrs. Troy, their three
the presence of William H. Bissctti children and Mrs. Troy's sister. All
one of the new State Senators from of them were badly shaken and sev
Cumberland County. On the face'of eral had cuts and bruises. They were
the returns “Bill" was defeated, b(ft transferred to another car, and with
on inspection of the ballots showed Mr. Hollister at the wheel, went at
that he had been elected by mtke once to Knox Hospital. Mrs. Troy
than 100 majority. He cites it >«js and the oldest boy, “Sonny,” were
something of a coincidence that he found to have sustained injuries
occupied seat No. 1 in the House for serious enough to necessitate their
two terms, George L. St. Clair occu temporary stay at the hospital, but
pied seat No. 2 for two terms and the others escaped more luckily. The
Aldrich of Topsham occupied seat car was badly damaged.
No. 3 for two terms—all of them hav
ing been elected members of the
The meeting of Golden Rod Chap
upper branch of the next Legislature. ter, O.E.S., Friday evening was known
The session will consequently be a as “Ruth night,” with all the former
most congenial one for these three "Ruths" as special guests. Supper
members. Senator-elect Bissett fore was served under the supervision of
sees an uneventful term, but is old Mrs. Abbie Campbell. The table re
enough in State politics to know that served for the “Ruths” was prettily
anything may happen. Mr. Bissett decorated in yellow flowers, and each
was accompanied on his visit yester guest was presented with a Colonial
day by his wife. They were on their bouquet. Decorations of yellow flow
wav to Vinalhaven where the new ers were also used in the lodge room.
Now Radio's newest marvel—a set with a tone control
senator formerly resided.
The “Ruths” present were Mesdames
feature—it enables you to control thc quality of tone sent
Etta Sanborn. Hattie Higgins, Annie
A new sanitary fish department T. Flint, Georgia Small. Susie Camp
out from thc broadcasting station.
has been added to Glendenning’s bell, Cora Smith. Elsie Moodv, Mary
Market. Telephone 993 for choice I add, Grace Rollins, Ivy Chatto, Eve
A Radio hailed all over America as the finest—a radio
fish.—adv.
lyn Peaslee, Doris Damon, Edna Mel
that
always has and always will give you that wonderful
vin, Katherine St. Clair, Vivian Hew-,
life-like, undistorted tone.
ett, Lillian McCurdy and Miss Pearl
Borgerson, Mrs. Sanborn being the
Remove it before it brings illness and expense
■A
first "Ruth" of Golden Rod Chapter.
Read these features and you'll see why Philco is the
Memorial services were held for Miss
foremost radio—balanced units, new circuits of extra
to
your
home
folks.
We
have
Stoves
of
all
Mary Beaton and Mrs. Carrie Erick
ordinary selectivity, tremendous distance ability, volume
son.
kinds—all prices—to keep your house comfortcontrol which counteracts fading.

TALK OF THE TOWN

Special Selling of Curtains
Dress Your Windows for Winter I

Nowhere is a change more apparent than |
in window decorations—take advantage 2
now of these specials.

$1.15

re.

A NEED

THERE’S A

Chill In The Air

Nearly One Year

ei?ery grape

Memorials

We believe “a satisfied cus
tomer is the best advertise
ment," and on that principle,
our business is increasing.
We shall be very glad to ad
vise you on thc selection of a
suitable Memorial for your
Cemetery plot.
X

Wm, E. Dornan & Son

Inc.
EAST UNION. ME.
117T-tf

To Pay

The Methodist ladies will serve a
harvest dinner Thursday from 11 to
1 o’clock.—adv.

Nllo's Repair Shop, Spring street,
will be open Saturday nights here- I
; after for the special convenience of 1
j oTlt-of-town patrons. Greasing, head
light adjusting etc.
114-tf

able and liveable—Wood Stoves, Coal Stoves,

Free Demonstration In Your Home

Parlor Furnaces, Oil Heaters.

ALLEN

ATLANTIC

HOUSEHOLD

THE TIME IS HERE for you to
get the most out of what Is on
thf air. Let Eastern be your
radio dealer—Eastern wants >ou
to try the new Philco Radio—
Don’t wait, step in, ask to see
and hear It.

CASH OR EASY TERMS

Rockland Radio Shop
Now Ready To Do

RADIO REPAIRING
471 Main St.

Tel. Camden 33-3
116-118

STONINGTON FURNITURE CO.
313-319 Main Street

Rockland, Maine

283 MAIN STREET

ROCKLAND

Page Fou?

I COURIER-GAZETTE CROSS-WORD PUZZLE
2

I

3

5

b

8

7

16

9

w
18

I7

13

ib W 17
w
3I
"JO

15

3b

ST.

44

Who Served In The War For Amercian
34

33

3b

Independence

40 i 41

39

43

i 45

/

BY FRANK BURTON MILLER

Mi*

4b
'AVn

4ft

55

54

iW
bb 67

51

50

49

51

52

w
57

1 56

b&

70

80

81

65

71

W
75

74

73
77

64

63

69

72
7b

58

b2

tl

bO

59

w:
78

79

HORIZONTAL (Cont.)
VERTICAL (Cont)
61-Praise
18-Scold
63-Lend
20-Musical term.
10-File
66-Change of a vowel
"As it stands”
14- Egg-shaped
through the influence 23-Hog fat melted
15- Prefix. Oil
of another vowel
down
16-Always
69-Health resorts
26-Cleanser
17- Move downwards
28-Row
71- Beverage
19-Severe
72- Acted in response 31-Tomb
21-Entomology
33-Se in want
74-Hinders
(abbr.)
35-Capital of Italy
76- Therefore
?j-Bucket
36- lnspires new
77- Substantive
24- Accumulates
confidence
79- Turn outward
25- American general
37- Engrave
80- 0bserved
27-lnsect
38- Fastener
81- Retainers
29- Dexterity
40-Animal flesh
30- The head
44-Render turbid
VERTICAL
32-1 reland
46-Double
34-Aquatic bird
1- Round-up (Sp.-Am.) 49-Toll
36-Get back
51-Af ernoon parties
2- Happening
29-Judge
53-Mrke wider
3- Throwing
41- Speck
55-Church officer
♦-And so froth
42- Suffix. Little
57-!ndolent
(Latin—abbr.)
43- Fruit
60-To plunder
5- Chirp
45-Coarse grass
62-Obstruction ,
6- Antiseptic
47- Pronoun
64- Watchful
7- Prefix. Oil
48- Division of a play
65- Bird homes
8National
Edo
ation
50-Uproar
Associatior iabbr.) 67- Nothing but
52-Painted coarsely
68- Care for
9- French coin (pi.)
54- Provided with shoes
sharp reply
70-Moved swiftly
55- ls situated
11-Turned asid
73-Female rabbit
75-Adam's wife
58- Sailor
12—To wither
59- Limb
jl3-0ffe/ed
78-On high
HORIZONTAL
1-Entertainments

(So jtion To Previous P zile)

STICKNEY CORNER

Tsis a.
lTOR

|S|l1a1p|

Mr. and Mrs. John Storer enter
[Te A:NlZ
J- E iNiC 11 P1
tained Sunday the following guestHer uncle of Jefferson, Alden C
rt' G]
Boynton and Mr. and Mrs. Willistc
i-LP-k
I
|B|R E|S
C. Boynton, Mr. and Mrs. Wesley Mar
:T]ETv
comber. George Boynton, Mr. and
oCTeTa r n|
Mrs. Ira Boynton, Edith Choate and
,.P;A[N^
children Muriel and Herbert and Mr.
oJlvTI11 f
and Mrs. Chester Boynton and chil
!H| I I
dren Virginia, Alden. Marcia, George,
Dana. Shirley and Albert. Alden
Boynton is a Civil War veteran, the
oldest man in Jefferson and holder
ETPI
of the Boston Post cane.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Finn motored
Sunday to Portland to meet thendaughter Doris who has been on 8
two weeks' visit in Boston.
APPLETON RIDGE
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Grierson andi
___ __________
Miss Bessie Blake of Portland is
children Robert, Jr., Gladys
and Ruth
Mae motored Sunday to China to see visiting relatives in town,
School was in session Saturday t
the sunken road.
___________
The many friends of the
late B. K. I make up for Thursday which wa
Ware feel they have lost a good friend : taken for Union Fair
A. H. "Moody has bought a new
and the town a worthy citizen, and
much sympathy is extended to the Chevrolet sedan.
William Tobey of Augusta is the
widow and son Willard.
Mr. and Mrs. John Storer and guest of his sisters, Gertrude and
daughter Luetta with their guests Ethel Moody.
Mrs. Stella Snow of Detroit, Mich.,
motored Sunday to Liberty and en
joyed a picnic dinner on the fair is the guest of Mr. and Mrs. W. M.
grounds and made a call on Mrs. Newbert,
Storers brother, Charles Hawes.
Anyway, mother knows where to
Mrs. Peter Doucette is entertaining
find her tree-sitting boy or girl.—
company from Boston.

GAS... the
better fuel
assures ... The
Supreme Heating
Service
a■•

No man or woman in this

modern age should endure the
back-breaking, dirty work of

old-fashioned house heating.
Gas, unlike any other fuel, re

quires no storage. It is con
tinuous

L i if

in

supply

through

protected underground pipes.
There is

never

any

noise.

Your home remains always at
the desired warmth. So Gas,
the Better Fuel, the modern
way to heat homes, is the only

'A

heating service combining all
these advantages. Your own

gas company will gladly

1

trWP, 1

estimate without ohli-

.
•
•
gallon its cost in your
hon e. Gas heating
rquipni< .1 may

n/Duni

be li.nl mi con-

THE GAMNTH STKY
OF NEW EXGLANO icnicnt
Of
WHICH
VOU»
COMSANV
IS

OWN

GAS
PAR!

tl I

(11a.

AO7

better

GEORGES

24

31

37

SOLDIERS and SAILORS j

of thTplaot^oTofTower

w
28 s 29

FUEL

O 19.10 NEW ENGLAND GAS ASSOCI HON

,

/
/"<5,e

A’
’«•

y /

j was accompanied home by Mrs.
I Esancy. son Ralph and daughters
All roads lead to the sunken road I Elennor, Evelyn and Charlene, who
at present and judging from the ; were guests for the day of Mr. and
passing cars very few have missed Mrs. Raymond Ludwig
the unusual spectacle. Between 4! Ralph Esancy visited Frank Morse J
and 5 o’clock Sunday 150 cars were at Hope Sunday.
counted on the Pond road.
|
-----------------Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Esancy,
PORT CLYDE
Miss Virginia Nelson, Mrs. Herbert
___
______
_
_____
Esancy
and____
daughter Charlene
andMr. and Mrs. William Brennen are
their guest Mrs. Eleanor Payson of j spending the week in Massachusetts.
Hope; Miss Lillian Foye and S. M. j Miss Edith Gillmor returned to
Farnsworth of China were recent South Hiram after spending a few
days with her sister, Mrs. Etta Teel.
guests of Mrs. Eva McKee.
Mrs. Alice T. Trussell left Saturday
Miss Hazel Esancy spent the week
for a visit in Lowell. Mass. Mrs. Rose
end at her home.
Miss Gertrude Esancy has em- Davis has gone to Somerville, Mass.,
ployment at the tea room at Edmund
ra v*s*15awes
I Mr. and Mrs. Merton Anthony spent
Mr. and Mrs. Cony Webber were
weekend in South Hiram.
in Farmington Sunday to carry the: The Baptist Sewing Circle held a
girls who were home for the week- i°0<i sale in the public library Wedend—Misses Helen Webber, Emeline nesday afternoon.
. _ ,
Merrill and Hazel Hisler.
Harland Hupper has gone to Boston
Mrs. Herbert Esancy. son Ralph to attend art; school.
and daughter Charlene and Mrs.
Rev and Mrs John Kelley have reEleanor Payson enjoyed a pleasure
“
with" friends here.
and business trip to Waterville re- a visit
’
Lewis
Benner
has
been
transferred
turning via North and East Vassal
from the Burnt Island L. S. S. to the
boro one day last week.
Friday evening at Erskine gymna Kittery coast guard station.
Mr. and Mrs. Chester Fowles of
sium occurred the freshman recep
tion for a class of 31. After an in Augusta were weekend guests of their
teresting and amusing initiation ice parents, Mr. and Mrs. Frank Hopkins.
cream and saltines were passed after John Leach has returned home
after spneding a few weeks in Den
which games were enjoyed.
Mrs. Clarence Esancy gave a sur mark.
Miss Celia Chadwick has gone to
prise dinner party in honor of the
birthday anniversary of her mother, Medomak where she has employment.
Miss Arlene Benner is in Marble
^‘.'^^“McKeeTon “Saturday" eve
ning. Others present were Mrs. head. Mass., where she has employ
Eleanor Payson, Hope. Mr. and Mrs. ment.
Mrs. John Coffin is quite ill and ls
Herbert Esancy and baby.
Mrs. Eleanor Payson returned to alt?lllded
J?r'T IIalln of Fr,ie"d®hip’
her home in Hone Sunday after a two „Mrs’ ^‘ed
Ingerson of Attleboro,
weeks’ visit at the home of her Mass., formerly of this place celedaughter. Mrs. Herbert Esancv. She ; brated the 25th anniversary of their
marriage at their honif at 12 ‘i Park
avenue. Sept. 23. Nearly 60 friends
rtj-l- fluainn
and r"la,'V!?s from Attleboro, Boston
e “ITCVI Ujfdlly
and vicinity were present, including
oa
a
| Mr. nnd Mrs. F. S. Strickland from
SO eOSliy done! Medford Hillside. who were the at'
tending couple at their wedding. The
house was profusely decorated with
DIAMOND DYES contain the flowers, the color scheme being yelhighest quality anilines money can low and orchid. A fine .musical en
buy! That’s why they give such tertainment was enjoyed, at the close
true, bright, new colors to dresses, cf which everyone joined in singing
drapes, lingerie.
"Springtime In the Rockies" and
The anilines in Diamond Dyes "Silver Threads Among the Gold."
make them so easy to use. No Mr. and Mrs. Ingerson received many
spotting or streaking. Just clear, gifts of money, cut glass and silver.
even colors, that hold through wear
and washing.
BIG SAILING CRAFT
Diamond Dyes never give things
that re-dyed look. They are just
One of the largest sailing vessels in
15c at all drug stores. When per
fect dyeing costs no more—is so the world, which will replace their
easy—why experiment with make present auxiliary schooner yacht
Hussar, third, is being built in Ger
shifts?
many for Mr. and Mrs. Edward F
Hutton of New York city. The ves
sel will be 322 feet long, will draw 22
feet of water and her mainmast will
tower 200 feet above the deck. A
Highest Quality (or 50 Years crew of 70 will operate it.
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As ls locally known, I have been engaged for several years
in collecting materiaj for a history of the Plantation of
Lower St. Georges, in the Province of Maine, now known
as the towns of Cushing and St. George. Having acquired
considerable Information regarding the genealogical his
tory of the early settlers in this region, and the part they
played In civil and military affairs. I am, of late, receiving
many Inquiries from the descendants of these families,
w-hether or not they are eligible to membership in the
‘iSociety of the Sons and Daughters of the American Revo
lution." To save time and labor in answering each indi
vidual inquiry, I have prepared a record of the naval and
military service of those men, numbering about one hundred.
_____________ _ who contributed their part, humble as it may have been, to
make the thirteen colonies l^ree and independent States,
and to the severance of all political allegiance to Great Britain. Whenever
possible I have expanded these sketches by adding material of a public,
private and family nature. By so doing, many of the subjects of these
sketches can be more easily identified. As to those whom I am endeavoring
to rescue from the realms of oblivion, they having lived in the dim and
misty past, errors are bound to creep in. If such are detected, either by the
casual reader, or the descendants of these men of courage and action, it
will be appreciated by the writer to be so Informed, before the following
sketches appear in a more permanent form.
FRANK B. MIDLER

[Thirteenth Installment]

PAGE, WILLIAM. Heseived in Capt. Benjamin Plummer’s com
pany, stationed at St. Georges for the defense of the sea coast, from Febru
ary 4, 1776, to December 10, 1776.
PAYSON, SAMUEL, 2d. He enlisted in Stoughton, Mass., as a
private in Capt. Nathaniel Clapp’s company, Col. Benjamin Howes’
regiment, July 26, 1778, and was discharged Sept. 11, 1778, serving in
Rhode Island under Brig. Gen. Glover. He re-enlisted July 4, 1780, and
was discharged Dec. 8, 1780. At the time of enlistment he was described
?s 22 years of age, five feet and nine inches in height and of dark com
plexion.
That he was 22 years old when he enlisted is a manifest error, as he was
born in 1761, and enlisted in 1778. His son, Samuel Payson, 3d, in
formed the writer several years ago that his father was but 17 years old
when he enlisted in Capt. Clapp’s company. His father, Samuel Payson,
1st, joined the Revolutionary army at the time of his son’s enlistment,
and thereafterwards was closely identified with the patriotic cause.
At the close of the war the elder Samuel moved with his family from
Sharon to Warren, but after residing there a short time he moved to Hope,
where he died and is buried. Samuel, 2d, was born in Stoughton, Mass.,
April 20, 1761; died in Cushing, Sept. 22, 1849, and is buried in the
Norton burying ground at Broad Cove. At the close of the war Mr. Payson moved to Cushing where he married Margaret Lewis, a daughter of
John Lewis, one of the most prominent citizens in the early history of the
town. After tlie death of his wife, he married Sarah Rivers, widow of
Isaac Robinson. She was born April 14, 1781, and was married to Mr.
Payson, Dec. 1812. For his services as a Revolutionary soldier, he
received from the Government a pension of twelve dollars per month.
There is no evidence to prove, as has been asserted by some of his descend
ants, that Samuel Payson of Hope was identified with Quakerism, the
nearest approach to it in his family being that of his second wife, Annie,
who was a member of the Quaker Church.

DiamonddDtyes

Getting
’ Up Nights
Tf Getting Up Nights, Backache,
frequent day calls. Leg Pains, Nerv
ousness, or Burning, due to function
al Bladder Irritation, in acid condi
tions, makes you feel tired, depressed
and discouraged, try the Cystex Test.
Works fast, starts circulating thru
the system In 15 minutes. Praised by
thousands for rapid and positive ac
tion. Don't give up. Try Cystex (pro
nounced Slss-tex) today, under the
Iron-Clad Guarantee. Must quickly
allay these conditions, Improve rest
ful sleep and energy, or moaey back.

Only 60c at
C. H. Moor & Co., Rockland

SIMON K. HART
MONUMENTS
53 Pleasant St. Tat. 911-M Rockland
42Ttf

Main Street
Thomaston, Mains
ARTISTIC MEMORIALS
* Telephone Connection

Knox SS —Superior Court.
Vacation After May Term 1930.
Eastern Furniture Co.
vs.
May V. Truscott and Helen M. Dalton,
Trustee,
And now on suggestion to the Court
that May V. Truscott the Defendant, at
the time of service of the writ, was not
an inhabitant of this State, and had no
tenant, agent, or attorney within the
same, that her goods or estate have been
attached in this action, that she has had
no notice of said suit and attachment.
It Is Ordered, that notice of the pend
ency of this suit be given to the said
Defendant, by publishing an attested
copy of this Order, together with an ab
stract of the Plaintiff’s writ, three weeks
successively in The Courier-Gazette, a
newspaper printed at Rockland In
the County of Knox the last publication
to be not less than fourteen days be
fore the next term of this Court, to be
holden at Rockland, within and for the
County of Knox, on the first Tuesday
of November 1930. that said Defendant
may then and there appear and answer
to said suit, if she shall Bee cause.
|L. S)
Attest:
MILTON M. GRIFFIN. Clerk.
(Abstract of Plaintiff's Writ),
In a plea of the case, for that the
said Defendant at said Bangor, on the
day of the purchase of this Writ being
Indebted to the Plaintiff In the sum of
Two Hundred Slxty-four dollars and
Seventy-five cents, according to the Ac
count annexed, then and there, in con
sideration thereof, promised the Plain
tiff to pay it the same sum on demand.
Also for that the said Defendant at
Rockland heretofore, to wit. on the day
of the purchase of this writ, being in
debted to the Plaintiff In one other sum
of Two Hundred Slxty-four and 75-100
dollars, for goods before that time sold
and delivered by the Plaintiff to the De
fendant at her request; and also for
work before then done, and materials
for the same provided by the Plaintiff
for said Defendant at her request; and
also for other money before then lent
by the Plaintiff to said Defendant at
her request; and also for other money,
before then paid by Plaintiff for the
use of the said Defendant at her re
quest; and also for other money before
that time had and received by the said
Defendant lor the use of the Plaintiff;
and also for other money, for Interest
upon other moneys, then due and owing
from said Defendant to said Plalntla
and by the Plaintiff lent and advanced
to said Defendant at her request, for
divers long spaces of tlmk then elapsed;
and also for other money found to be due
from the said Defendant to the Plain
tiff upon an account then stated be
tween them,—In consideration thereof
then and there promised the Plaintiff to
pay her the several moneya aforesaid on
demand. Yet said Defendant has never
paid any of said moneys, but wholly
neglects and refuses so to do.
SpecificationsUnder this count the
Plaintiff will prove that it sold the
herein-named defendant, merchandise;
the balance ls (*264 75) and still remains
unpaid.
IL. S|
A True Copy of the Order of Court with
Abstract of the Writ.
Attest:
MILTON M. GRIFFIN, Clerk.

________________
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Examine this new Kelvinator Yukon Model closely. Here
is genuine Kelvinator quality all the way through, even
though the Yukon’s price is far below the lowest at which
it was ever possible to offer a Kelvinator before.

He was a sergeant in Capt. Benja

min Lemont’s company, Major Lithgrow’s detachment, from Sept. 15
1779 to Nov. 1, 1779, serving near the Penobscot coast. The company’s
receipts for muskets, etc, were given by Sergeant Robinson to Capt.
Lemont at Camp Coxe’s Head, under date of June 8, 1781. He re-en
listed as private in Capt. Lemont’s company, Col. Samuel McCobb’s regi
ment, May 10, 1781, and was discharged Dec. 1, 1781.

Now you can enjoy every convenience and benefit of quality
electric refrigeration; you can have ice cubes always available;
you can keep foods fresh and delicious indefinitely; you can
have crisp salads and dainty frozen desserts any time.

FIVE CUBIC FEET OF FOOD STORAGE SPACE

ROBINSON, ANDREW. He served as a private in Capt. Benja
min Plummer’s company from March 5, 1776, to Sept. 6, 1776. 'I he
company was stationed at St. Georges for the defense of the sea coast. An
order on Alexander Houghton, dated at St. Georges, July 2, 1788, signed
by Mr. Robinson, was made payable to Capt. Robert Henderson for pay
ment of wages at Majorbagaduce while on board the sloop Sally, com
manded by Capt. John Reed.

[To Be Continued]

That doctor who said kissing short
ens life no doubt meant single life.—
Louisville Times.

. Gilchrest
Monumental Works

■ < i i’lfi

i
RS, ARCHIBALD. His name appears on the pav roll of the
officei and crew of the ship “Protector,” commanded by Capt. John
Foster Williams. He engaged May 3, 1780 and was discharged Aug. 17,
1780. Mr. Rivers was a son of Joseph Rivers who came from the north
of Ireland and settled in Cushing prior to 1760. He married Nancy
Gardner of Boston. His father Joseph, and Margaret his wife, conveyed
to Moses River, Feb. 2, 1796, his homestead premises, situated on the
western side of St. Georges river, containing 130 acres. On Oct. 9, 1824,
Archibald Rivers and others, presumably his brothers and sisters, conveyed
to Nancy Rivers, widow, 50 acres of land lying between St. Georges river
on the east„-ind Maple Juice cove on the west. Mrs. Rivers remained in
possession of this lot until March 15, 1825, when she sold it to Thomas
and Archibald Rivers.

ROBINSON, ARCHIBALD. He was 2d lieutenant in Capt. Paul
Dodge’s 1st company, Col. Jones’ 3d Lincoln county regiment of Massa
chusetts militia. He was commissioned May 23, 1780. Mr. Robinson
was born Jan. 31, 1737, the fifth child of Dr. Moses Robinson, and was
the first white child born in Cushing. He married Margaret Watson, who
was born August 22, 1743, and died Sept. 1, 1817. She was the daughter
of William Watson who came front the north of Ireland and after residing
in several places in Maine came to Thomaston, settling at Watson’s point,
where he died Sept. 21, 1768. Mr. Robinson died Eeb. 25, 1820 and is
buried on the ministerial lot. He was the father of ten children;
1. William, 2d, born Nov. 27, 1762, married Catherine Packard,
Oct. 3, 1793; resided in Cushing and died there June 26, 1822. He was
the father of Edward Robinson, who was the Whig candidate for gov
ernor in 1842, 1843 and 1844.
2. Mary, born Sept. 27, 1764, and died unmarried.
3. Elizabeth, born Aug. 17, 1766; married Dea. James Fisher; resided
in Warren and died October 1849. He was born in Scotland in 1760,
died March 29, 1837.
4. Margaret, born Aug. 17, 1768; married first, William Watson,
3d, born Oct. 23, 1769; died Oct. 16, 1802. Her second husband was
John A. Roscoe, to whom she was married June 27, 1805. She died in
Friendship in 1822.
5. James, born Sept. 25, 1770; married Rachel, daughter of Lieut.
James Thompson of Cranberry Island (a Revolutionary soldier who died
in Friendship, Dec. 1, 1837, aged 93 years). Capt. Robinson died March
11, 1831.
6. John H„ born Jan. 11, 1773 ; married Jane Sumner of Warren, who
was born in 1780, daughter of Hepestill Sumner. Capt. Robinson resided
in Cushing and died July 4, 1848.
7. Sarah, born March 21, 1775, died May 3, 1803; married Josiah
Keith of Thomaston who was horn in 1771 ; died Oct. 23, 1814.
8. Lucy, born Oct. 8, 1777; married William W. French of Warren.
9. Nancy, born July 2, 1780; died Eeb. 18, 1861.
10. Archibald, 3d, born Jan. 8, 1783; married, first, Elizabeth Vose;
second, Mary Vose, born Sept. 26, 1785; published May 16, 1811. She
' died Jan. 2, 1854.

Mrs. W. M. Harris will serve a j
silver luncheon at the Wawenock,
Port Clyde Wednesday, from 2 to 4.30
o'clock, In connection with the Ladies’
Circle. The proceeds will go toward
the repairs of the Second Baptist
Church. Every one cordially invited.
Rev. and Mrs. A. A. Walsh arrived
home Friday from a two weeks’ va
cation. The last three davs they
attended the State W.C.T.U. con
vention at Dover-Foxcroft.
Miss Rosa Teele who has employ
ment In Thomaston ls passing a two
weeks’ vacation at home.
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Bettencourt
of East Weymouth, Mass., were week
end guests of Mr. and Mrs. Byron
Davis. They were accompanied on
their return trip by Mrs. Betten
court’s father, Fred Barter, who had
been guest of his sister, Mrs. Davis
the past three weeks.
Much needed repairs are being
made on the church.
Morris Simmons, youngest son of
Mr. and Mrs. Rodnev Simmons, has
entered the University of Maine.
Mrs. Washburne and Mrs. Covalt
delightfully entertained the Ladles’
Circle Thursday afternoon at Beau
Belle cottage.

There IS something
new under the sun

RAWLEY, EDWARD. He enlisted as a private in Capt. Archibald
McAllister’s company, Lieut. Col. Joseph Prime’s regiment, under Brig.
( • i. Peleg Wadsworth, at the Eastward, serving from April 12, 1780, to
Du. 15, 1780, when he was [lischarged. The army roll certificate was
> 4 at Thomaston. Mr. Raw-ley was the son of Michael Rawley who
> ’•'
in Cushing prior to 1760. The father purchased lot No. 42,
si- i d on the westerly side of St. Georges river, on which he lived seve
ears. According to the census of 1790 father and son were residents
ci
low town of St. George.

ROBINSON*, ALEXANDER.

GLENMERE
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This new Kelvinator is a big electric refrigerator. It gives
you five cubic feet of interior space—over nine square feet of
shelf room. It freezes 42 ice cubes (4 pounds of ice) at a
time. Its cabinet is massive, with heavy table top and extra
thick, tight-fitting door. The Temperature Selector gives
you instant choice of five different freezing speeds. Exterior
finish is a special white enamel, developed by Kelvinator,
on rust-proofsteel. The interior is finished in white porcelain.
Al, corners are rounded. Fittings are heavy die-cast hard
ware, in Butler chrome finish.

hi

In short, here is a real Kelvinator—at a price which makes its
IMMEDIATE purchase not only possible, but easily practica
ble. It is here, awaiting your inspection. See it without delay.

T -

Purchase of the New Yukon Mode! is made easy by Kelvinator’s ReDisCo
Monthly Budget Plan, providing for convenient monthly payments.

THE

NEW

YUKON

MODEL
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‘159
BRAND

NEW

ELECTRIC

REFRIGERATOR

Central Maine Power Company
at any of
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Study American Methods
Undewrite Pension System
MONTSWEAG “SQUARE MEALS”
UNION
HER SUMMER IN EUROPE
The fact that America leads In
The Waveiley Press and the WilMrs. Mary Brown has sold her farm
Our Farm Bureau is' known as scientifle methods of life insurance is i liams & Wilkins Co., both of lialtlto a Finn.
Montsweag. As we are on the bound recognized 'by underwriters in other more, have adopted a pension system
Rev. Sidney Packard of Boothbay
served strictly; the Trocadero and
(Continued from Page One)
ary line, it comprises members in lands, according to the Paris repre-1 underwritten by a life insurance comcalled on his sister, Mrs. H. E. Mank,
poleon signed their marriage con the Paris Opera House, the Hotel des
The melancholy days have come—
both Sagadahoc and Lincoln Coun sentatives of an American research pany for the benefit of their employes.
Friday.
Invalides
once
used
for
disabled
The saddest of the year;
tract,, the home of Moliere, the build
The pension provides for retirement
Dr. and Mrs. Eugene U. Uflord of
A little late for sliver hake.
soldiers,
where
we
saw
great
guns
and
ties.
We feel that we have had a organization. The letter states that at age of <55 with income, also for in
ing where Napoleon studied military
a correspondence course written in
But the smelts are biting here.
Auburndale, Mass., were recent guests
other
instruments
of
war;
Napoleon's
tactics and where the shots were
successful year.
—Ballad of Bickmore Creek.
the United States dealing with plans conn* in case retirement is forced by
of his mother, Mrs. Lulie Ufford and
tomb; Palace of Justice, where he
Thus far, we have served eight and methods of selling life insurance disability before age 65. Employes
As the days get short and the sister Mrs. Ethel Ufford Griffin.
Almost everybody knows how fired that started the war.
saw
men
and
women
lawyers
dressed
An interesting experience in Paris
“Square Meals for Health." May has been translated into French and may purchase additional protection
mornings get frosty, I am reminded Joe Cianchette nnd Paul Susi Bayer Aspirin breaks up a cold—
in their robes; Notre Dame, with its
of the days long gone, when in the spent the weekend at their homes in but why not prevent it? Take a was the visit to the Mohammedan beautiful doors and windows; ar.d first we served one to the Bowdoin now is being studied by students of by regular monthly contributions.
mosque, seldom permitted.
The
ham Quarterly Conference. We ex
bureau drawer in my room in the old Pittsfield.
tablet or two when you first feel mosque is a beautiful building of many other places of interest.
pected to feed 50 people and prepared insurance in Belgium, Switzerland,
home at the Harbor there was an
Mrs. Carrie Ames is visiting rela the cold coming on. Spare yourself blue and white, with an inner court
Talkie Insurance
At the Opera House we attended a dinner for 60; then fed 102. It was Spain. Portugal, Italy lSotimania,
outfit consisting of one pair duck tives in Boston.
the discomfort of a summer cold. yard with palms and fountains. There a performance of "Faust.” There a case of “The loaves and fishes,” but Algeria. Greece and Canada. It is be
It is known that many motion pictrousers (once white), one blue
Mr. and Mrs. W. J. Bryant, Mrs. Read the proven directions in .every are beautifully polished floors with were many American tourists in the
the aid of “a good brother," lieved that the adoption of American tun* producers have protected them
woolen, turtle-neck pull-on sweater , Lulie Ufford and Miss Augusta Roakes package for headaches, pain, etc. magnificent Oriental rugs; the lamps audience and we saw in a box the with
everyone
was bountifully served, and principles of life protection will be selves against loss of the services of
and one soft felt hat, comfortable but called on friends at West Rockport
come nn important factor in world stars <by covering the lives of tho
overhead are set with jewels. Every Sultan of Morocco, the Bey of Tunis, seemed well pleased.
disreputable. Donning these I would I Sunday.
thing is spotlessly clean. There is a P’Monaco, and the
actors with insurance.
Now ar
On May 17 a group of our members stability In the future
go down stairs and in the shed find j The correspondent with a party of
President
of
France,
all
in
town
for
school connected with the mosque
rangements have been made for safe
served a dinner to the men’s Farm
a pair of rubber boots. Putting these friends had the pleasure of visiting
Bastile
Day,
July
14.
where there are many young Turks
Bureau (members living in Sagada
Admiral Byrd ls said to be looking guarding exhibitors of talking pic
on I would take down the bamboo j Ernest C. Davis’ Anglers Farm at
Bastile Day was a wonderful event hoc county). On June 6 it was my
training for priests, or whatever
for a quiet place in which he can tures by insuring them against loss
fishing pole, get the basket, and thus, East Union Sunday. The group was
in
Paris,
and,
despite
the
usual
their title is. They were dressed in
good fortune to attend the meeting write his book. He didn’t know when of shows through breakdown of talk
with my full armor on sally forth.! conducted over the place by the prowhite robes and red fezes and slip prophecies, was marked by no trouble of the training class at Damariscotta he was well off.—New York Evening ing picture equipment Rates are
Had John D. Rockefeller, Henry Ford 1 prietor and had the pleasure of seewhatever.
In
preparation
for
the
pers.
Mills subject was “Beverages.” We Post.
based on average daily receipts.
or Jupiter Pluvius Morgan happened ing his lovely ring neck pheasants,
On another city drive, we
had a very pleasant and profitable
to get in my way, I would have said cows, hens, hogs and ducks, and
down the Champs d'Elyses; President ) streets were thronged at 9 in the meeting and met many new friends.
SOUTH HOPE
to them:
{ drank from the life-giving water of
Wilson Avenue; saw the American i morning. Many people had ladders The attitude of both men and wom
“On your way boys, on your way! ,the never failing spring. Surely this
There will be revival services at Embassy: the home of Anna Gould; | which they placed against trees upon en toward “Square Meals for Health"
I am on my native heath, I am king is one of the beauty spots of Knox the Christian Advent Church begin the United States Park, which is which they perched. Women were seems to be growing better each year
Direct from Garden to You
of th. fishing tribe, and I'm going i County and is worth driving miles to ning tonight at 7.30 and lasting until small but very well kept; and the seen in the streets with their pocket and more women are trying them in
down to the crick flshin’ for smelts."1 see.
Oct. 12. There will be services every Louvre. We went across Alexander mirrors held over their heads high to their homes. As “Food Project" lead
And then I would saunter down i
----------------night except Monday through the Bridge, saw the house where Wood- see therein the reflection of the pass er for our community, I wish to say
through the village, head up, look J
week. The Sunday service being at row Wilson lived when in Paris, the ing parade. We saw only the ends of that personally I have gotten a great
FRIENDSHIP
every man in the eye and tell him ]
the regular time, 2.30.
site of the new American Embassy the guns and helmets! And we were deal out of all the meetings. It is
and Mrs. Wallace St. Clair
where to go, until I reached the i
on which the building must conform among those who thronged the an old saying, that we get out of any
crick. There I would catch my min- Jones an(l Mr. and Mrs. Robinson of
in heieht and architecture to the sur streets at 9 o'clock that morning, too! thing what we put into it.
WALDOBORO
nows, find a tin can, put them in it' Watertown, Mass., visited friends in
(To Be Continued)
rounding buildings, a French law obMrs. Carrie E. Hodgdon,
Mrs. D. B. Mayo of Danforth has
with some water, thence along the town Friday
Wiscasset
Rev.
Samuel
Clark
is
attending
Ad

been the guest of Mr. and Mrs. B. G.
bank down to Elmira's Ledge. The
they hold their weight do not alter
Miller.
HOW TO FEED 'EM
boys are ahead of me, already fishin’. vent Conference.
must be taken to increase feed conMr. and Mrs. Stanley Waltz, who
There's Freddie, Role, Ed. and Edwin, Mrs. Lena Davis visited her daugh
.
i sumption. This can be done through GLOBE LAUNDRY
ter, Mrs. Earl Files, in Portland over have passed the summer in town,
Pete, Cindy and some other boys.
That Is the All Important j the use of artificial light or by feed
Portland, Maine
the weekend.
have returned to Michigan.
“Hi, fellers! how they bitin'?”
palatable
supplementary
in Quality Work,
Family Washings
Mrs. Herbert Achom of Camden is
Problem To Consider, Says ing
the aform
of fl wet
mash which feed
is best
I take another look. There ls no Loretta Young, Douglas Fairbanks,
Called For and Delivered
one on the ledge. I rub my eyes and Jr., and Chester Morris will feature staying with her mother, Mrs. Ella
“Fresh from the Gardens”
Parcel Delivery Service
the 'Poultry Specialist
when
with milk since milk in"
say to myself, “Son, you will have to in “Fast Life” at the Playhouse Wed Achorn.
.__
' creases its palatability.
Mr. and Mrs. John Devorak are
visit the optometrist; there must be nesday.
Walter
Dorgan,
Tei.
106R
In Packets and Individual Tee-Bags
“It does not matter to me so much
There is another point
bP
something wrong with your eyes. Mrs. Lemuel Miller has returned to in New York.
her home in Cushing after being ill
Mrs. Earle Benner was hostess at what you feed—the all-important ■ watched and that is the feed conYou're seeing things.”
For a moment I had a vision of at Mrs. Lizzie Thompson’s for two the meeting of the Susannah Wesley question ls 'how you feed it’ and it is sumed. A slight drop in feed conprobably more important at this sea- , sumption may be the first warning of
what I used to see on that ledge 50 weeks. Sympathy is expressed to Mr. Society Monday evening.
and Mrs. Miller in the loss of their Dr. and Mrs. A. F. Green and Mrs. son of the year than at any other trouble and will surelv be followed bv
years ago.
A. L. Worthing of Camden, Mr. and time,” said H. L. Richardson, poultry a ’"ss of weight m the bird! and a
After fishing from the ledge awhile [
S0"'i,b®T„Se^5
specialist. University of ; decreased egg production. So keep a
I would saunter up the crick again John Mitchell and Frank Booth Mrs. M. R. Hall of Whitman, Mass., extension
to Greenville for the week Mrs. Frank Lindsay of Peabody, Maine, in speaking to poultrymefi careful check on the feed consumed
and finish on the shore near the motored
end.
Mass, and Mrs. Sarah Weeks of over the radio recently. Continuing daily. Should feed consumption drop
bridge.
Standing there in the
. .
_ __
ui,,„ sun„i.v ! Mrs. Carlisle T. Lash and daughter Cooper's Mills have been recent he said: “And don't get me wrong; I ofT action on the part of the feeder
shme o
...
'
• nf ' of Cambridge, Mass., are visiting Mrs. guests of Judge and Mrs. Harold R. would not minimize the necessity of must be prompt. The lob is to get
above, breathing the pure air of my Jessip M
fQr r weefe
a good ration. I simply take this wav the birds bac on their feed and
native State of Maine, I could well Mrs. Lew J. Wallace has returned Smith.
the safest recommendation
Merle Castner was in Boston for of emphasizing the fact that good Probably
say with the poet Wordsworth:
home after spending several weeks in the weekend.
poultry rations are now so abundant is to mildly physic the birds with
Great God! I'd rather be
epsom
salts
—about 12 oz. per !(K) hens
New Bedford.
A pagan suckled In a creed outworn.
Mr. and Mrs. Richard de Mutelle that there is no excuse for any poul
So might I. standing on this pleasant lea.
Miss Rose Lucier of Montpelier, Vt., have closed their summer home here tryman feeding a poor one. The fed in drinkine water or in wet mash
Have glimpses that would make me less visited Mrs. Edith L. Wilder over the
supplement. This will flush out the
and are in Atlantic City on their poultryman’s big job Is to learn how system and restore the appetite. This
forlorn;
Have sight of Proteus rising from the sea, weekend.
way to their winter home in Orlando, to use the material which the poultry is probably all that will be necessary
Or hear old Triton blow hts wreathed
feedman brings to him.
Walter Trefethern of Portland Florida.
'
horn.
done promptly. The onlv other
Just now, or for the past few i if
Mrs. Emily Davis ls in South Wal
The Saunterer | stopped here Saturday enroute to
thing that can be done is to make the
, New Brunswick.
doboro, the guest of Mrs. Martin months, you have doubtless been ration as palatable as possible. Fre
Somerville, Mass.
concerned with bringing a crop of quent feeding will stimulate feed con
Mrs. Nancy Rogers of South Port- Collamore.
i land is visiting Mr. and Mrs. Gran
Harris McLean was in Boston last young pullets up to the laying house sumption and should be practiced.
SWAN'S ISLAND
ville T. Brow.
in such shape that they will give a
week.
Feed a good limestone grit and
The Ladies’ Aid met with Mrs. | Mrs. Nellie Wotton Brazier of Ded
Mr. and Mrs. Winfield Davis have good fall and early winter egg pro oyster shells, plenty of succulent green
Rosie Scott Friday.
ham, Mass., visited her parents, Mr. been visiting their daughter, Mrs. duction. In connection with this I feed and cod liver oil to all birds in
Mrs. Hazel Painter of Presque Isle j and Mrs. Alason E. Wotton over the Verne Achorn in Thomaston.
have just one bit of advice to give confinement.”
is visiting her mother, Mrs. Flora weekend.
Mrs. A. F. Stahl has returned from you—the pullets which come to the
Smith.
, Mr. and Mrs. Jonah Morse of Dam- Portland. She was accompanied by laying house in the fail ought to be in
Cost of Sickness
Mrs. Myra Bridges and Mrs. Grace. ariscotta visited relatives in town her daughter, Mrs. Irving Horne of good physical condition. I mean
Workingmen’s families spend an
Stanley are on an automobile trip ’ Sunday.
they should be fat. They should be
that city.
Capt. and Mrs. Josiah Poland mo
through Maine and into Canada.
Mr. and Mrs. A. L. Shorey, Earle kept that way during the latter-part Average of .$140 annually each for
Betty Snell who has been with her tored to New Harbor Sunday.
Spear. John Redmond, Horace Kemp, of the growing season. Do not force medical care, according to a state
grandparents, Mr. and Mrs. Orin Mr. and Mrs. Mervyn Allen of Bos Mrs. Carrie Perry, Mrs. Lillian Boggs, to maturity by the feeding of a large ment by the Bureau of Labor Sta
tistics. Of the total spent for sick
Milan for the summer, has returned ton visited W. H. Allen Monday.
Mrs. Arlene Hoffses, Mrs. Ida Mallett, amount of high protein ration.
Courtland Brackett and daughter Mrs. Madelyn Kane, Misses Alma To go back a little farther, it is ness each year, about 43 per cent
to her home in Kennebunk.
] iiiiiiiiiiioiiiiiiiiuio iiiiiiiiiiiaiiiiiiiiiiiaiiiiiiiiiiid iiiiiiiiiiio iiiiiiiiiiio iiiiiiiiiiid iiiiiiiiiiio iiiiiiiiiiioiiiiiiiiuio iiiiiiiiiiid mil
Mrs. Basil Stinson of Rockland Nathalie of Monhegan are visiting Glidden, Dorothy Donnelly, Emma generally conceded that up to broiler goes for doctors’ fees, 13 per cent for
medicines
and
a
similar
sum
for
hos

Mr.
and
Mrs.
B.
A.
Murphy.
age
a
pullet
may
be
fed
two
or
throe
spent a few days with Mr. and Mrs.
Boggs, Elizabeth Weston and Lois
Maurice Hall of Portland spent the Hagerman attended the teachers’ parts of a protein mash to one part pital fees, with operations costing 7
Isaac Stinson last week.
weekend
with
his
mother,
Mrs.
Jen

of hard grain: that is. by weight Der cent. It is estimated that if sickconvention at Boothbay Harbor.
Mrs. Roswell Eaton of Glencove, is
This will give rapid growth up to that 'hess and accidents could be elimi
spending a few days with her uncle, nie Hall.
Thomas Richards of Waldoboro and
William Burns in Atlantic.
The name “mince pies” was In age. As soon as the pullets and nated. the money thus saved would
Oscar Bickmore has been sick for Gordon Benner of Portland spent vented by the Puritans in Colonial cockerels are separated and as soon be sufficient to provide $5,000 in life
Sunday at the Richards camp, Mar days, as they objected to the name at the pullets are on the range this insurance for the family of each
a few days.
tin’s Point.
“Christmas pies." Under the name feed balance should be gradually workingman.
Mrs. Alason E. Wotton is visiting “mutton pies,” slmllur pies were shifted to a fifty-fifty ratio between
& ROCKLAND
Swiftest, Easiest Way her daughter, Mrs. Nellie Brazier, in known in England as early as 1596. the protein mash and the starchy VINALHAVEN
STEAMBOAT CO.
Dedham, Mass.
Later ox tongue was substituted for fattening hard grain.
SUMMER ARRANGEMENT
to End Bilious Spell Mr. and Mrs. Courtland Brackett mutton, and t|ien chopped beef took Then as the j^hllet approaches
Eastern Standard Time
Vinalhaven Line
(Lola Murphy) of Monhegan are re its place. Otherwise, tho Ingredi maturity she will naturally require
Steamer
leaves Vinalhaven ds:;j — —
ceiving congratulations on the birth ents have remained about the and will eat much more of the hard Sunday at 7.00
and 1.00 P. M. Arrlv
When you neglect those first symp of a daughter, Lucille, on Sept. 26.
grain if she is given an opportunity inc at Rockland A.at M.
same.
8.2t> A. AI. and 2.20 P. M
toms of constipation—bad „breath,
to do so. This will slow up the sexual Returning leaves Rockland at 9.30 A. M. and
P. M. direct for Vinalhaven, arriving at
coated tongue, listlessness, the whole
maturity of the birds and have a 3.30
Insects Destroy Trees
NORTH HAVEN
10.50 A. M. and 4.50 P. M.
system soon suffers. Appetite lags.
tendency
to
postpone
egg
production
iiiiiiiianiiiiiiiiiioiiiiiiiiiiiiDiiiuiiUifiOiiiiiiiiiiiioiiiiiwiiiioiiiiiiiiiiiioiiiiiiiiiiiioiiuiiiiiiiioiiiiiiiiiiiiDiiiiiiiiiiiioiiiiiiiiiiiioitiiH
Stonington and Swan’s Island Line
There are two hundred thousand until the bird gets good size and
North Haven Grange has held a
Digestion slows up. You become head
Steamer leaves Swan's Island at 6.00 A. M.
meeting every Saturday evening known kinds of tree-attacking in weight which brings her up to the Stonington 6.55, North Haven 7.50, due to ar
achy, dizzy, bilious.
sects, and their attacks upon the laying house in the proper condition. rive at Rockland nt 9.00 A. M Returning
Whole Mixed
I
N0RWEG,AN
It’s easy to correct sluggish bowel since Aug. 30 with fair attendance.
leaves Rockland at 2.00, North Haven at 3.00,
trees are going on all tlie time.
action! Take a candy Cascaret to One application for membership was
Stonington at 4.no. due to arrive at Swan’i
“
From
that
time
on
what
is
your
It is estimated says the American
night. See how quickly—and pleasr received last week. Next Saturday
Island about 5.00 J\ M
Tree association these pests cause problem? This can be answered verv 71-tf
R H ST’NSnw General Agent
antly—tlie bowels are activated. All the Grange will have a baked bean
Per
briefly
by
saying
that
the
feeder's
a loss of one hundred million dol
the souring waste is gently propelled supper at 7 with a fine program.
Sack
iob
is
to
get
eqough
feed
into
these
i
lars every year, some experts are
from the system. Regular and com At the close of the session the young
DR.LINWOOD
T.
ROGERS
THREE
birds so as to maintain a good rate of
of
the
opinion
the
loss
due
to
the
plete bowel action is restored.
people will enjoy a social hour.
Osteopathia Physician
of insects Is far greater egg production and at the same time
Cascarets are made from pure casI Those unable to get to the village ravages
= As Fine as Soap Can Be
maintain their body weight without
than
losses
dne
to
forest
fires.
cara, a substance which doctors agree
400 MAIN ST. ROCKLAND
forcing the birds off their feed. Thev
actually etrengthene bowel muscles. please see Irven Stone for convey□
-|-|~1------ GUEST
=
r. NATION
must be kept with a keen appetite Telophonso 12RA- Rooirfuneo
All drug stores have Cascarets. 10c. I ance.
Help Nature Save Trees
WIDE
and that after all is the real job which
Nature, to protect her trees, en the feeder has on his hands.
BRAND
lists birds. Hence protection of our
How can this be done? In a pen DR. PERLEY R. DAMON
feathered friends ls a phase of for of say one hundred hens, leg band
est protection, says the American ten of them and once each week catch
Dentist
Tree association. Certain Insects these ten birds and weigh them to see 302 MAIN ST.
ROCKLAND, ME.
prey upon others, protecting the if they are losing weight. As long as
Telephone 915-M
trees. But man must take a hand they yhold their weight do not alter
in such warfare—a warfare that your feeding schedule: If you see
83tf
=>aiiiiiiiiiiioiiiiniiiiiaiiiuimiiaii
must be conducted constantly.
' i Lh. Pkgs.
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Summer

SAUNTERINGS

COLDS

H

w
SALADA'
TEA

WEEK OF SEPTEMBER X9th TO OCTOBER 4th

VAN CAMP’S MILK

J

Tall Cans

| "j™ panCake Flour

SPICE

SMOKED

19

Sardines

IVORY SOAP S

70 k orse power

114-inch wheelbase

and

Seems More Like It

STUDEBAKER

*795

TO

*995

Ended War of 1812

On December 24, 1814, a treaty
was signed by American and Eng
lish officials ending the War of 1812.
This treaty was signed at Ghent,
Belgium. In the treaty England
agreed to restore to the United
States all the American property
seized.

AT THE FACTORY

This new Studebaker Six offers all the comfort and beauty of a big car
of 114-inch wheelbase... plus the thrilling performance of a great 70horsepower engine of true Studebaker champion stamina—the most
powerful engine in any car of its price.
Here is a car built to Studebaker’* 78-year-old standards of quality.
Below $1000, there is no comparable car-per-dollar value. Check its
quality. Consider such features as Thermostatic control of cooling.
Double-drop frame, Self-adjusting spring shackles. Full power muffler,
Gasoline pump, Lanchester vibration damper, Cam-and-Iever steer
ing, Clutch torsional damper, and Timken tapered roller bearings.
But tee the car, drive it, verify its many fine-car features before
you decide. Let ua show you motordom’s biggeat bargain in quality!

A 4-DOOR THREE-WINDOW SEDAN AS LOW AS $895
Roadster for 4 .... $795
Club Sedan......................... 845
Coupe for 2......................... 845
Coupe for 4..........................895

“Every one knows,” says a cur
rent philosopher, “that what mat
ters about a hat Is not its shape,
Its newness or its material, but
the way you wear It.” There Is
something In this, but we are In
clined to think that yet more de
pends on who wears the hat.—Prov
idence Journal.

Tourer
..........................$895
Regal Tourer (6 wire wheels) 995
Regal Sedan (6 wire wheels) 995
Landau Sedan (6 wire wheels) 995

All prices ot the factory

Park and Union Streets

Rockland

TeL 700

TOCOMEyS^

Aladdin

In the song “Cornin’ Through thp
Rye" reference is to the fording of
the River Rye. Custom established
a toll of kisses to be exacted from
lassies who were met In crossing
the stream on the stepping stones.
The word “Job” ls a bit of the
shorter and uglier terminology
which has crept into aeronautics
via anto row. Flying, tlie poetry
of motion, calls for a poet laureate
Instead of a lingo carpenter.

j

CROW

EACH

Splendid Ammonia

(PEAS

New Pr
X5*
{ Clothes Pins
CANS
] 24 FOR 9‘
{Ginger Snaps
LAWRENCE’S
2
25
j

Qna.t

■cHIIIIIIIOIIIIIIIIIIIOIIIIIIIIIIIIOIIIU

2 Lb.
Can

ZS‘

□

Founds

..iiiiiiamiimmiDimiiiimiam-=
□

SRILLO I

Farmland Possibilities

Pretty Scottish Custom

THREE

MANTLE LAMP

A person who cannot stand criti
cism. who is always on the self-de
fensive, is almost Invariably the
person who is Intensely personal
and who relates everything to him
self, states a student of life in the
Woman’s Home Companion.

Before the days of synthetic feed
ing there are vast areas to be
tupped. Brazil alone could sup
port two-thirds of the present
world population, and Africa could
feed many millions more than the
present Inhabitants of the earth.

Regular
= XOc

?

Criticism

Poet Needed

ROCKLAND GARAGE CO.

Here’s theSpot

12-49 j
Mop Handles
I BUDDIE
MUSTARD5 Value

PACKAGE

We Carry a—

9

-;

Complete Line of Supplies
and Paris for All Models

Come in
and Let
Us Show
Yon Thia
New Instant
Light
Aladdin

Black Palm PITTED DATES
Per Pkg.

21

(GOOD LUCK JAR RUBBERS I
y

3—25'

Hulled
Corn
Can

ZOC

minima miniima iiiiiiiiiiio iiiiiimuo iiiiiiiiiiio iiiiiiiinia iiiiiiiiiiio tniiiiiuin iiiiiiiiiiio iiiiiiiiiiio iiiiiiiiiiid iiiiiiiiiiio iiiiiii

WHOLE WHEAT FLAKES

WHEATIES

CRIE HARDWARE CO.

With ALL the Bran

Rockland, Maine

_

Z.« 25'
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TRADE AT NATION-WIDE STORES.

You know the owner

Rockland-Courier-Gazette, Tuesday, September 30, 1930
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THOMASTON
Mrs. Donald P. George and son
Payson returned Saturday from a visit
with friends in Portland.
The meeting of the Garden Club
will be held with Mrs. Lavinia Elliot
this evening at 7.30.
The week evening services at the
Baptist Church will commence at 7
o'clock effective Oct. 1.
Mr. and Mrs. Byron Wilson of
Portland spent the weekend with Miss
Jlortense Wilson.
Next Sunday will be observed
as Rally Day by the Baptist Church
and Sunday school. A special pro
gram and graduation in the Sunday
school will be held at 9.45.
The quarterly meeting of the Lin
coln Association will meett in the
West Rockport church today for all
day and many sessions.
The annual inspection of Mayflower
Temple, Pythian Sisters, will be held
next Thursday evening.
Allen Reed and Florence Washburn,
both of Ayer, Mass., were married at
the Baptist parsonage Saturday eve
ning bv Rev. H. S. Kilborn. Mr. and
Mrs. Reed are vacationing in this dis
trict.
Mrs. W. J. Whitney of Friendship
is the guest of her daughter, Mrs.
C. M. Starrett.
’’’he Woman's Missionary Confer
ence of Eastern Maine will meet with
the Baptist Church, Camden. Oct. 2
with morning and afternoon ses
sions.
, William Lenfest who had employ
ment in New Bedford through the
summer, is at home again.
Leo La Course has moved from
Green street to an apartment in the
Feehan house ou Main street.
Miss Alice Gates who has been the
guest of Mrs. Carrie Watts for sev
eral days has returned to her home
in Adrian, Mich.

Mr. and Mrs. Edward Risteen and
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Risteen arrived
home Saturday from Quebec highly
pleased with their trip.
Miss Georgia Ouelette who has been
a guest of Mrs. Earl A. Starrett, left
Monday for her home in Bangor.
John Hewett left Monday for Port
land where he will join his wife and
today they are leaving Portland for
Montreal. Mr. Hewett is having a
week's vacation from the Brackett
drug store.
Rally Day will be observed at the
Federated Church on Sunday next at
11 a. m. in the vestry of the Church.
A program ^ill be presented by the
members of the Sunday School, and a
cordial invitation is extended to all
parents to be present.
The Bible Class of the Federated
Church will meet this week at 7
o'clock instead of 7.30 as announced.
The menu for the Harvest 8upper
to be served at the Methodist vestry
Wednesday. Oct. 1. at 6 o'clock, will
include corned beef, vegetables, indian
pudding, pies, doughnuts and coffee.
The funerRl of Fred L. Post who
died in the State prison Saturday was
held this morning at Sawyer & Sim
mons' undertaking rooms. He was
buried in the prison lot in the Thom
aston cemetery.
Mrs. J. Edward Elliot and children
are on a visit to her parents in Fan
euil, Mass.
W. P. Strong and family motored to
Waterville Sunday.
Robert McLain <fe Son began the
launching Monday of the largest boat
they have ever built. The boat was
built in their shop on Thatcher street
and will be hauled to the waterfront
by way of Knox and Water streets.
The boat is 63 feet long. 16 feet wide
and 6'g feet depth. It is of the class
known as "fisherman." Has a carry
ing capacity of 35.000 to 40.000 pounds
of fish on ice. Will be schooner

FRIGIDAIRE
CASH PRICE
F.O. B. DAYTON, OHIO

The lowest
price
at which an all

Porcelain-steel
electric refrigerator
has ever been offered
The remarkable new re
frigerator has these famous
Frigidaire features: The
new, accessible, exterior
"Cold Control” for faster
freezing of ice and desserts
.... glacier-gray Porcelainon-steel inside and out
side ... all mechanical
parts completely enclosed. . . quiet, extra-powerful
compressor enclosed in
the bottom of the cabinet
... smooth flat top... con
The new G-3 Fri&idaire
veniently elevated food
shelves . .. self-sealing freezing trays * • • Come in
and see this new Frigidaire. And examine the three
new larger models which have just been added to
the Frigidaire line. All three are Porcelain-on-steel
inside and out and are offered at exceptionally low
prices • • • Never before have you had an oppor
tunity like this. Now is the time to buy.

SPECIAL TERMS!
Small down payment...a little each month
0-1070

ROY H. GENTHNER
Frigidaire Dealer for Kr.ox and Lincoln Counties
Waldoboro, Maine

Telephone Damariscotta 105-4

ALBERT C. JONES, in charge of Rockland Territory
509-513 Main St.
Tel. 710
Rockland, Maine
Associate Dealers

»

C. E. Marriner, Camden A. T. Norwood & Sons. Warren
Gorden & Lovejoy. Union
Ernest Rawley, Ten. Hnrbor
W. S. Bowden, Cooper's Mills; Kelsey's Garage. So. Bristol

rigged. It has an engine room, a
istic Travel
forecastle and a fish hold. It has a
A steamship ndv rrtiseincnt prom
60 h. p. Fairbanks-Morse oil engine, ises
“as you go up tlie gang
and is equipped with electric lights plankHint
in New Yrrk you get tlie
and hoisting winch. It will carry a tangy smell
of salt and tar iu your
crew ot seven men. The lrame is of nostrils.’- Probably the company
oak covered witli hard pine; the deck keeps a barrel of each standing be
and housetops are white pine; the side the gangplank. And for $10
boat is strongly fastened and the extra they will supply a pirate with
workmanship good. The owners are eutlnss iu teeth.—Woman’s Home
Capt. Manuel Rose and George Chase Companion.
of the Atlantic Shell Fish Co. of New
Eedford. Mass.
Breathe Deeply
• ♦ ♦ •
A
good
circulation of air means
Walter Alfred Robertson
a good circulation of blood. It
Thc community was saddened by means better nerves, better ener
the sudden death of Walter A gies and better health, so when you
Robertson which occurred Sunday resolve to take at least ten deep
noon. Mr. Roberston was born in breaths every day, filling your lungs
Rockland, April 22, 1905. son of Wil to the very bottom, you are form
liam J. and Harriet (Keating) ing a resolution that is going to
Robertson, but had lived the greater mean a great deal to your health.
part of his life in Thomaston where
he obtained his education in the
Zodiac Constellations
public schools. He was a young
The constellations of the Zodiac
man of marked ability and pleasing are: Aries, the ram; Taurus, the
personality, making friends with all bull; Gemini, tltt twins; Cancer, the
who came his way. as was indicated ernb; Leo, the lion; Virgo, the vir
by the many and beautiful floral gin; I.ihrn, the balance; Scorpio,
offerings. For the past five years he the scorpion; Sagittarius, the arch
has assisted his father in conduct- I er; Capricorn, the goat; Aqunrius,
ing a thriving lumber business in this the water bearer; Pisces, the fishes.
town. He married Helen M. Doherty
of Rockland. To them three chil
Serious Thing, Love
dren were born. His interest was in
Life is a love affair.
his family and home, made evident Young
people in love are preparing
by his untiring effort to provide to continue
affairs in the next
them with the beautiful and com- j generation. love
This love we laugh
fortable home where they had lived and weep about is the most serious
together but for a year and a half. thing iu tlie world; we should give
He was a member of St. James it all the intelligence we can com
Catholic Church at which a very im mand.—E. W. Howe's Monthly.
pressive Requiem High Mass was
celebrated Wednesday morning by
Family Tree a Gallows
Rcv. Fr. O’Gara He leaves to mourn
The British college of arms says
his loss a widow, one daughter. Doro
persons these days ure
thy, two sons W'alter aud William, his that fewer
their ancestry. They liave
parents, two sisters Rebecca Robert tracing
learned from tlie expe
son of Thomaston, Mrs. C. J. Trask probably
of others that when it gets
of Swan's Island and a brother. Dr rience
back to a certain distance it isn't
W. LeRoy Robertson of Albany, Ore so
hot.—Philadelphia Inquirer.
gon. The interment was in St. James
cemetery.
Take Time to Relax
A tightening of the muscles and
ROCKPORT
highly keyed-up state of nerves re
sult from the rusli and hurry of ttiis
Mr. and Mrs. Alvah Powers, daugh modern age. Try to practice relaxing
ter Maxine and grandson Philip of during tlie day. Just let yourself
Gardiner were Sunday callers on Mr. slump in the chair for live minutes. It
and Mrs. Leslie C. Deane.
will refresh you a lot.
The Baptist Ladies' Sewing Circle
will hold an all-day session Wednes
Now You Know
day at the home of Mrs. W. E.
A horse and buggy is an oil can,
Whitney.
and an oil can is a foul ball, nnd
Mr. and Mrs. Frank L. Salisbury. a foul ball Is a false alarm, and a
Mrs. Effie Salisbury fend Mr. and Mrs. false alarm is a boy friend who
E. A. Champney spent the weekend thinks he lias no riglit to kiss her
as guests of relatives in Portland.
unless she Is under the mistletoe.—
A reception to which the public is Cincinnati Enquirer.
invited, will be held at the Baptist
1
i
Church Friday evening for Rev. and
Answer This
Mrs. P. C. Hughey who are leaving
“An authority" states that three
next week to make their home in Americans out of every ten live in
Boston where Mr. Hughey will be poverty. Let’s see—who is the au
come assistant pastor at the Ruggles thority on the point where poverty
Street Baptist Church.
leaves off and welfare begins?—
Much interest is being manifested Boston Transcript.
by the townspeople in the recent real
estate transactions which have taken
Stored Eggs Loae Weight
place and which, undoubtedly, mean
Unless the air In the room ls nei
: that Rockport's water front will soon ther too moist nor too dry, ami
become one of the most beautiful the room is properly ventilated,
spots on the Maine Coast. Thc latest eggs will lose in weight in cold
! deal reported in the sale of practi- storage on account of their tend
i cally 30 acres of property from Mrs ency to evaporate through the
Henry of Philadelphia, and Beau shell.
champ Point to Col. Arthur Poillon,
U S A., and Mrs. Poillon of New York
Thought for Today
This land is on the western side of
Nothing"which is learned in youth
Rockport harbor, and includes the Is so really valuable as the power
' site of the former H. L. Shepherd nnd the habit of seif-restrainr. selfcottage. It is expected that in the sacrifice, of energetic, continuous
! near future the Poillons will erect a and concentrated effort.—W. E II.
j very attractive summer home. Mrs Lecky.
Poillon is the daughter of the late
W. J. Curtis, a summer resident oi
Americanization
I Camden for a number of years.
“The continent, as well as these
The attractive home of Miss Isles,” says an alarmed British
Marion Weidman was the scene of weekly, “is rapidly becoming Ameri
a very successful card party Friday canized.’’ Beyond tlie hot dog
afternoon given under the auspices stands lies Italy!—Detroit News,
of the Library Building Association
A large number of tables were in play
Friendship's Cost
and the financial results was very
Friendship is to be purchased
| satisfactory.
The committee in only by friendship. A man may*’
charge consisted of Mrs. Leola Mann have authority over others, but lie
chairman, Mrs. Mae Spear. Mrs can never have their hearts hut by
Annie Spear, Mrs. Linthel Lane and giving his own.—Thomas Wilson.
Mrs. Amv Miller. The kindness of
Miss Weidman in opening her home
Givp Cheerfully
for this event was certainly appre
We should give as we would re
ciated by the committee.
ceive, cheerfully, quickly, nnd with
out hesitation; for there is nn
SOUTH HOPE
grace in n benefit that sticks to the
lingers.—Seneca.
Mr. and Mrs. W. L. Taylor have re
turned from Winnisquam. N. H..
Absolute
where they have been visiting Mr.
"He who never contradicts him
Taylor's daughter. Mrs. A. J. Sim self,” said Hi Ho, the sage of China
mons.
town, “must he content to pass mosi
A number from here went deep sea of Ills life in silence.”—Washing
fishing one day last week, but not a ton Star.
very big catch is reported.
Mrs. C. B. Taylor spent the week
Egyptians Had Glass
end in Rockland, guests of Mr. and
Glass has lieen found in Egyp
Mrs. Benjamin Bisbee.
tian tombs dating back to lion
Crosby Hobbs of Camden was a re years B. C. This glass lias almost
cent caller at W. A. Mink's.
the same chemical composition us
At the present writing the flower modern glass.
garden at W. A. Mink's is a thing of
beauty. Jack Frost hasn't visited it
Spanish Stilt Walkers
and there you will see quantities of
In
Spain
no parade is complete
cosmos, asters, snapdragons, pansies,
petunias, roses, nasturtiums, sun wlthoutSts contingent of stilt walk
flowers and many others in full ers, who are attired in colorful
bloom. This garden was planned and masquerade costumes.
cared for during the summer by Mrs
Consider the Garlic
W. C. Dart of Edgewood. R. I., and
Garlic really is not a pariah in
the writer wishes very much she could
the vegetable world. It belongs,
see it at its best.
No school after Tuesday last week botnnlcally, to an aristocratic race
Teachers' convention and Union Fair —that of the lilies.
gave a vacation.
But Today!
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Andrews and
Mr. and Mrs. George Teague of War
Bless the old dime novel. The
ren were recent callers at Evelyn Vin boy caught rending one looked
ing's.
seared, but lie didn't blush.—Cap
Mrs. Benjamin Bisbee of Rockland per’s Weekly.
was a visitor at C. B. Taylor's Tues
day and Wednesday.
Fear of Wonsan Greater
Mr. and Mrs. H. A. Hart and Mr
AU in ail. I believe man’s love,
and Mrs. Woodbury Lermond have fear and awe of women Is greater
returned from a trip to Canada.
than of God. — E. W. Howe’s
Mr. and Mrs. Alonzo Simmons of Monthly.
Winnisquam, N. H., were guests of
W. L. Taylor a few days the past
week.

Relief From Curse
of Constipation

Continuous service ot steaks and
chops and supper specials are now
featured at Mrs. Thurlow’s.
The
A Battle Creek physician si vs,
luncheon idea in connection with the
“Constipation is responsible for m e
ice cream parlors has met with high misery than any other cause.”
favor.
109-tf
But immediate relief has been
found. A tablet called llexall Order
A new sanitary fish department lies has been discovered. This tablet
has been added to Glendenning's attracts water from the system into
Market. Telephone 993 for choice the lazy, dry, evacuating bowel called
fish.—adv.
the colon. The water loosens the dry
food waste and ‘causes a gentle,
thorough, natural movement without
forming a habit or ever increasing the
dose.
Now Ready To Do
Stop suffering from constipation.
Chew a Rexall Orderlie at night.
RADIO REPAIRING
471 Main St.
Tel. Camden 33-3 Next day bright. Get 24 for f e to
116-118 day at the nearest Rexall Drug -1 -e.

Rockland Radio Shop

Charles W, Sheldon.

He Understood the
New Teacher /
By NORA TAYLOR
«^JEXT

station's

1 ’ ma'am.”

I’ennelton,

Every-Other-Day
For Sale

Miscellaneous

FOR SALE—One English Setter, male
paOTS FOR ALL MAKES OF RANGES
2 years old and
£1 skunk dog, also and fUrnaces may hP obtained at STONAprll pullets^ _CHARLES~ EK1CKSON. INGTON FURNITURE CO.. 313-319 Main
Lost and Found
117-119 St.. Rockland. Tel. 980.
Warren, Me.. R. D. 1. Box 98.
117-129
POUND—A sum of money Friday.
U7*ua
FOR SALE-Speclal custom built. 121
NOTICE-Ounning is prohibited in thc
KENNETH
SEARLS. 20 State St. 5auge4r°xuhaTmeS®s5
____
______________________________
town of Owl’s Head until after Oct. 8.
LOST—Flat black pocket book with beautiful hand-rubbed, oil finished stock owing to the dry weather.
117-119
monev
Finder olease teienlione 164 with recoil pad. Worth $75. take $40.
— 1
-----CAMDEN Reword
P
BURT RICHARDS. Rockport.
117-tfi .DR JOHN LUNT. Medium, wlll be at
cAButn ztewxro. ------- --- —_ ___in ns
------ --------—
■■■ the home of R A. Greene. 38 Beech St.,
LOST—Navy blue silk jacket, between
FOR 8ALE--otromberg Carlson radio, every Tuesday for readings and treat
Union and Warren. Reward if mailed to se" with B eliminator, A Willard unit; ment by appointment. TEL. 1186-X
MRS HARRIETT REDONNETT, Bristol.'
8Pe*ker®^«1 lent co^l115-tf
Me
116*118 tion. May be seen at 54 UNION STREET.; —■■ —-------- —------------116*118-tf I .^MERCANTILE EMPLOYMENT 8ERV! I .Tel. 45-M, Rockland.
ICE—Room 402. 178 Middle St.. Portland.
FOR SALE—Three grade Jersey cows Me. Male and female hotel help to go
For Sale
nnd two registered Jerseys.
**.
B
H ( South.
_________________________________ 115-117
FOR SALE- Two first class rabbit NICHOLS. Union, R. F. D. 2._____ 116*118
MONEY TO LOAN (id 1stand 2nd niorthounds, at reasonable nrices. EDDIE
FOR SALE—A. B. gas range with oven ] ences. KNOX FINANCE CO.. 16 Schi»,| st
JOHNSON, 14 Main St.. Thomaston.
broiler and 3 burners. In excellent con Opp, postofflce.
105-tf
I___________________________________ 117*119 dition. A bargain for cash. Tel. 186-R.|
LEI’ K. A. KNOWLTON file your hhvs tnd
FOR SALE—Munro Clear Store. 6 Park 64 SUMMER ST., city._______________ 115-tf | repair your furniture al 216 LIMEROCK ST.
St., City. Apply DAN MUNRO. 8 Park St.
FOR SALE—Brand new stroller with
105-tf
117-119 top price $10. New Companion sewing Tel. HUP.__________
LADIES- Reliable stuck of hair goods at the
machine.
$5; woman’s gray coat, size 33.
FOR SALE--Airwave 6 tube radio. A
'
Rockland
Hair
Store.
24
Elm
{St.
Mail
orders
battery, E battery eliminator, horn. Inquire 17 ORIENT ST.___________ 115*117 solicited, 11 C, RHODES. Tel. 5l!i .1 1(15-1f
Philco eliminator. Atwater Kent 6 tube
FOR SALE—A small comfortable house
radio, in Al condition, all for $20. WIL in North Haven village; electricity, town
FARMS. COUNTRY. HOMES, COTTAGES
LIAM I. VINAL. 9 High St. Tel. 45-M.
water, good cellar. Price $1850. Apply and estates, up-to-date property, in the gar
den spot of Maine—Penobscot Bay. Write
117-119 DAVID WOOSTER. North Haven.
wlmt you want. ORRLN J. DICKEY, Bel
FOR SALE—Double tenement house on I___________________________________ 114-119 us
fast, Me.
105-tf
corner Ulmer and Park Sts Good lot of
FOR SALE—Wood, fitted. $14; furnace
land Good business corner.
junks. $12. Call THOMASTON 122-2.
FOR SALE—Waterman farm, South
114-tf
To Let
Waldoboro, 3 miles below Waldoboro
FOR SALE-Hard wood fitted, $14; ,-------------bridge on Medomak River. 118 acres, fir.e
old Colonial house, front 45 ft back 50 long. $10; Junks, $12; soft wood Junks. $8. i TO LET—Five room furnished apart.
114-125; All modern Improvements. Inquire at
ft. including ell. Large barn 40x25, two L. F. TOLMAN. Tel. 263-13.
117-tf
hen houses 15x20, well and spring on
FOR SALE-—Used Frigldaire rcfrlgera-'
place. This house has been ln the tor, excellent condition, real bargain.
TO LET—Several nice rents, all mod
Waterman family three generations. Inquire CENTRAL MAINE POWER CO., ern .furnished and unfurnished. 11. H.
Buildings in first class condition. Origi Rockland.
114-tf STOVER. Ill Limerock St. Tel. 1291.
nal stenciling on walls of house, win
FOR SALE—Cottage near Belfast. Me _ __________________________________ 117-122
dows with modern sliding blinds, double
TO LET—Upper fiat of 3 furnished
partitioned walls. Present house built Would consider cabin boat as part pay
___ rooms, hot and cold water, electric lights
ment.
Address J. M., care Rockland
around 1800.
112-117 1 and bath $5 week. Inquire at 17 CRES
FOR SALB-Cottage house on r.eoree. 1 Courier-Gazette._________________________
117-119
River, three miles below Thomaston, five
FOI! SALE -Tnn power boats, one 28 ft. CENT ST. Tel. C31-J.
TO LET—Five room furnished apart
acres oi land. For particulars Inqulrecd long, one 31 ft. long. Both In good condition.
acres of land
Excellent fish boats. Can be seen at J. O. ment. bath, hot water heat at 35 Pleas
FOR SALE—One and one-half story BROWS & SDN'S boat yard at North Haven. ant St. ANNE V. FLINT. 32 School St.
house at East Union, opposite the
110-tf _____________________________________117-tf
Grange hall.
Garage Included.
For
TO LET—Tenement of 4 rooms and
FOB SALE—Hardwood fitted. $14; Junks
particulars inquire of ERNEST C. DAVIS
$12; long, $10; fitted limbs. $10; fitted soft shed, partly furnished. $3.50 per week.
Fuller-Cobb-Davis store. Rockland.
wood and slabs. $8; also lumber. T. J. CAR- TEL 1193-W.______________ 117-119
117-119 ROLL. TeL 263-21.
105-tf
TO LET—Four room furnished apart
z FOR SALE—Pianos—12 bargains in
FOB SALE—Upright piano. Popular Clarion ment. bath, furnace. $8 per week. V. F.
summer cottage rented pianos, just used
STU
DLEY. 69 Park St. I el. 1080.
117-tf
range,
gas
range.
"%
li.
p.
and
2
h.
p.
electric
one season from $50 to $150 term«?
THOMAS, PIANO MAN. Camden.
117-tf motors, Standard computing scales, all iu
TO LET—Tenement. Inquire 16 MAV
good condition.
Bargain prices.
W. F. ERICK ST. or Tel. 99-J.
117-tf
AV?p
PuPPles 45 each. TIBBETTS. 148 Union St. Tel. 2.»7-B. 106-tf
, 22J^J-Lj3lMPSON, Criehaven.
116*118
TO LET—Furnished four room tene
FOB SALE—Dry slab wood sawed in stove ment. MRS. C. P. MILLER. Tel. 410.
lengths, $1.25 per foot; edgings, 111 bundles
h
11< 119
for $1. B. 8. JORDAN, 6 Kelley lane. Tel.
GEORGE A. SPRAGUE
TO LET—Four room apartment with
•522-M.
102-tf
bath, also another of 5 rooms and toilet.
FOB SALE—One piano, one bedroom suite, ELIZABETH DONOHUE, 89 Park St.
| Funeral services for the late George extension
dining room table,
doz. oak Tel. 438-J.
116-tf
A. Sprague who died suddenly at his cbajrs. V. F. STUDLEY. 69 Park St. Tel.
____ ------------------------------------------1080.
96-tf
LET—Two furnished rooms, heated,
[home in Allston. Mass.. Sept. 21, —
•
--------—------- -------- —- hot and cold water, bath; centrally
« A V0<HL4<V; lo,nc>located. ROSCOE STAPLES at Simpson
were held last Wednesday from the •tnv?1!
‘ ^-aPl” °r
SprUigJSt.________
j Glendale Baptist Church, Everett, E 7 PACkAkd. K.'K

Marion Caruthers looked up,
nodded to the porter, quickly stuffed
the magazine she was reading Into
her grip nnd put on her coat and
hat A moment Inter she was
standing on the platform watching
the train pull out.
“Miss Caruthers?” said a pleas
ant voice, mid Marion saw before
her n middle-aged man with bared
head.
“I'm Thompson, the principal of
the school where you’re going to
teach.”
“I-Iow nice of you to meet me.”
she said. “I’m awfully glad you're
the principal, because I know I’ll
like you.”
“You’re very young. Miss Caruth
ers," he mused, glancing up and
down her trim little figure.
“Yes, this Is tuy first school,” she
admitted. ,
•
“1 hope you'll like It; ive do.
We’ll just get home in time for din
ner.” be continued.
"Dinner!” she gasped. "Why, up
home we always have dinner at six
o'clock."
"We're just ordinary folks down
here. Guess you'll have to make
allowances.”
Mrs. Thompson met Marlon nt
the door and gave her a warm wel
come.
“So glad to see you, rlbar. Are
you very tired? How dojou like
our country? Dinner's Just ready.
I'll show you your room so you can
take off your tilings.”
When Mrs. Thompson came back
down stairs she nnd her husband
had a hurried word in tlie hall.
“Isn't she attractive!” said Mrs.
Thompson. “What lovely eyes aftd
such a quick Infectious smile.”
“Yes, but I’m afraid she's too
young to manage children In a
country high school. Had abso
lutely no experience.”
Their comments were cut short
by the entrance of Marion und they
all hurried into the dining room.
“Biscuits?” said Marion quiz
zically at the dinner table. “Up
North we hffve bread — bake
Wednesdays nnd Saturdays.”
“I'm sorry we have none," said
the professor quietly.
“And you serve string beans with
pork,” Marion went on In amaze
ment, “I never saw that before.”
Ily the time the meal was over
Sirs. Thompson felt that her wellcooked dinner hud fallen short of
the mark.
Tlie following day school began
nnd Marion was busy all the rest of
the week getting tilings organized
in her classroom.
At the first parent-teachers’ meet
ing she nearly hnd an open tilt with
one or two of the mothers. She
'Just could not make them see. And,
worst of all. she had a feeling that
they did not understand lir-r. There
was only one person In I’ennelton
who did and he was John Hamil
ton, the Latin professor.
Fall slipped into winter and the
students of I’ennelton county high
pegged away. Marion had enjoyed
the holidays Immensely. Profes
sor Hamilton’s mother nnd invited
her over for dinner, after which
they had gone on a straw ride and
had supper at a distant inn. It was
a Jolly crowd. Then there were
two dances and Marion had made a
decided hit eaeh night. Still she
did not feel ^hat she was one of
them. There was always a slight
coolness about these people that
was apt to freeze suddenly right
In the middle of n conversation, and
without a momentjp oolite. South
ern people were nice, but queer—
so queer. No doubt about that.
And now spring had come again
nnd soon Marion would be going
back home, nnd for some p<*culiar
reason she was not sure that she
was glad. She had made a success
of tier teachiii" and Professor
Thompson had htfen unstinted in his
praise of her work.
The parent-teachers decided to
give a parting banquet iu lionor, of
themselves nnd to commemorate a
most successful year’s work. Marion
put on her best evening dress and
looked her stunningest as she sat
beside Professor Thompson at tlie
long table.
Mrs. Burton rose nnd began to
make a speech.
“This banquet,” she said, “Is In
honor of Miss Caruthers. Every
thing on the table has been pre
pared by a northern woman we
coaxed over from Deltoti, and the
recipes all came out of a northern
cook book. We wanted Just once
to do something down South as
they do it up North, and—”
“Oh, forgive me," interrupted
Marion, jumping up. "1 see it all
now, but I never realized how tuctless it was. That’s what's heen the
matter. What a little beast I’ve
been I Would it help to make
amends now if 1 tell you I love the
South nnd the people and the cook
ing and everything, and I did so
want them to love me. If you ever
hear me say up North again 1 hope
you’ll run me out of the county.
That’s what I deserve, anyway.”
Flushed and breathless, she
dropped into her ftiair again.
“Yes, I'm certain Miss Caruthers
feels every word she's said about
liking tlie South and all that,” said
Profesor Hamilton, rising, "because
she—she’s going to marry met”
“Jack, you—1 never—’’
But tlie rest was lost in a round
of applause and the banquet table
was almost upset us the crowd
rushed forward to congratulate the
happy couple, while proles-or Ham
ilton congratulated hiiuaelt on hls
brilliant coup d'etat.
(Copyright.)

The Bc;5 Government

The less ifvernment we hare,

the better—tr fewer laws, and tiie
less confided power. -Emerson.
Can Pcint cf Vies*

Few of ns get dl;;zy by doing too
mntiv dmitl 1.,1'ixa.
Underground City

Near Budapest, Hungary, is an
underground city wliere more than
1,000 people live. The strangest
part abotfl it is that it is under
a cemetery.
It startei. in 1838
when people fled to the caves from
a flood. The soft rock lends Itself
to the carving of both rooms and
furniture. Tlie place is cool in
BUBiuiyr and warm iu wiutw

In Everybody’s Column

Mass. Rev. George Dailey, a nephew
Fn “u A
*“’use’ "f ,n deMr,l”l0,,» "t.™ hm^ekl7pOlngfUrwlStheClga!^?!S alsA
I of the deceased, officiated, assisted In Rockland A larea list of summer cottages. large front room. Modern conveniences,
' by Rev. Dr. W. F. Randall, pastor of ln faci all kinds of real estale, tome and 7 PLEASANT ST
115*117
over mv list If you wish t" buy. ROBERT j —- ■
_ /.------------------------- — '
, the church. "Rock of Ages" and talk
U. t'OLUNS. 375 Main St. Tel. 77.
loj-tf
To LET—Double tenement at 8 Maj "Crossing the Bar" were sung by the
■■
■—
. i — ■■
sonic St. ERNEST C. D.ylS
115-120
j church soloist. Thc bearers were
TO LET—Upper flat, flve rooms and
Wanted
bath Ready about Oct. 15. F. M. KIT
Thomas W. Brooks. Rodney Brooks,
Oliver Bowley and Dr. G. W. Dick
WANTED—Position as housekeeper In TREDGE. 30 Chestnut St. Tel. 1043-J.
enson. of Boston, and L. E. McRae family of one. respectable man. M. ___________________________________ 115*117
TO LET—Furnished apartment of 1
and Lloyd Winberg of Rockland. In WATTS. R. D. 1. Thomaston. Me. 117*119 room
and kitchenette, $6.50 a week V
terment was made in the Woodlawn
WANTED—Two boarders, men pre F. STUDLEY, 09 Park St. Tel. 1080
__________________ 112-tf
Cemetery at Everett. The beautiful ferred Modern conveniences. On car
116*118
TO LET—Six room house on Grace St.
floral tributes included set pieces line. 126 CAMDEN ST.
W7ANTED—Position as housekeeper by ERNEST C. DAVIS, Fuller-Cobb-Davls.
from Massachusetts business firms,
middle aged American woman, for elder ______ ___________________ _ ________ 112-tf
the Masons, etc.
people or widower, practical nursing
TO LET—Upstairs apartment. 37 Llnte' George A. Sprague was born in ly
experience. Go anywhere. Good refer rock St., over Dr Scarlott’s ofltccs.
[Rockland A— ?8, 1860, the son of ence D F. S . Box 29. R. F. D.. Vinal
____  Apply «o MRS. COPPING. 39 Limerock
116*119: St. __________
115-117
Phoebe ano uavid Sprague of Swan's haven. Me.
WANTED—Middle aged woman or girl
TO LET—Mrs. C. F. Simmons will let
I Island. He was married in 1895 to
go to Boston to do general house- her apartment of 5 rooms to a respon! Lucy Stinson of Swan's Island who to
work. MRS. A. P. MILLER. 116 Cedar St. sible party for the winter. Call at 21
i died seven years ago. Two daughters
ii6*118 TALBOT AVE. or Tel. 8-R.
111-tf
| survive—Mrs. H. H. MacDonald of
WANTED-Cook at PARK STREET
TO LET Six room apartment, .ill modern
| Allston, Mass., and Mrs. Willard CAFE AND SEA GRILL. Must be well conveniences, lunilslie«l or unfurnished. 19
qualified.
116-tf ‘ <»KOVE ST. Phone 103-W.
110-tf
| Stratton of Reading, Mass.
WANTED-To board invalid or elderly: TO LET Storage and garage.
V. F.
Mr. Sprasue was in the lobster
or woman by a practical nurse In1 STUUDLEY, 69 Park St. Tel. 1080.
in!»-tf
business in Rockland for many years man
country, home comforts. MRS. LAND
TO LKT- Viiper flat. 12 Cedar *St , Tour
under the name of St Clair
ERS. 100 Union St. Tel. 1049-J.
riiumi. electric lluhts, tollel. MRS. .1 a
116*118-121 JAMESON, 46 North Main SI. Tel. 456-lt.
Sprague, and in recent years carrying
WANTED—Load or part load to Boston
168 If
i on the same business in Lynn, Mas-v.
--------- TeI 3.2l T,nant.8
I soon. F. W MORRIS.
the firm name being Brooks
TO LET—In Thomaston, small clean rent,
< Harbor.
•115*117 su[iny
rooms, electricity, toilet. MRS. A It
I Sprague. He was a member of
WANTED—Position as housekeeper ln PILLSBIHY.
ln7-tf
Aurora Lodge of Rockland, and held small
family or for elderly ladv, refer
TO
—Four room tenement, electric
i in the highest esteem by all who ences. EVA DONOVAN. 10 Free St- lights LET*
W F. TIBBETTS, 148 Lnion St.
115*117 Tri 267-lt.
. knew him. He was particularly fond Camden.
___________________________ 166-tf
WANTED—A school boy willing to
: of children and young people, and to
TO LKT Neal and clean 5 roojn tenement,
work
at
anything
wants
employment
be

■i them all he was known as “Uncle
lights, cellar, shed. SARAH L. llAItfore and after school. Address W^thls] toilet,
teh.1i Fulton st Tel. 213-R.
165-tf
I George.” He was respected bv all for office.
TO LKT—Five room tenement, all modern,
his integrity of character and kindly
WANTED—Washings, called for and garage,
exposure. ROBERT U.
delivered; electric machine MRS. MAR COLLINS.southern
spirit.
375 Alain Si. Tel. 77.
165-tf
Among other immediate relatives GARET MsCLURE, 40 Winter St. 115*117 TO EE'S— Apartment of 3 rooms, kitchenette
, surviving is a sister, Mrs. Hattie Kent
anil bath. 11 TI.Klt COOK CO.
165-tf
WANTED—Office work by experienced
j of Swan's Island.
stenographer. TEL. 263-12
115*117
TO LKT—Cottage house on Camden St •
Among the local relatives attend
l!’„n.4/L""n ’[’•■rinient on Sommer St. Apply
WANTED—Second hand ennk
| MBS. FROST. 8 Summer St. TeL 318-R.
ing the services were Mrs. E. C. Boody Paying
good prices. ROCKLAND FUR'
NITURE
CO.
Tel.
427-R.
113-tf
j Jr., of Waterville and Rockland, Mrs.
TO LET—Apartme-at i
F. A. Meservey of Waterville. W. W
WANTED—Oil burner salesman. Ap Apply to B. B. SMITH. u Bicknell block.
Thorndike & Hix
I Morse of Portland, L. E. McRae and ply A. T. NORWOOD. Warren, Me112-117 Lobster-Co. Tel. 20X.
105-tf
j Lloyd Wia’-'trg 'of Rockland, Mrs.
WANTEIJ—Agents ln Rockland and vicinity j can'*l,uv'eonl,.iil.*dTTc.
*!“1 '.“I*
Hattie Kr ** and Mrs. Phoebe Kent to sell t hrlstmas cards: $1 assortment coo-' the home iicivs at the olrt*sUoorv'1,'et«e "
ner centMe
nrnflt
StllAII
„ " ’'".glo,, "St
s- . next
thc Old
Agency,
of Swan's ’sland.
tabling 81 pieces 6lllngor
■'r ■> 1 "^
Old South
South Ncns
Church.
i

James W. Gelard has named fiftynine men as the real rulers of the ’
, United States, but he should have ‘
consulted their wives first.—South J
Bend Tribune.

STONE STl'IIIOS
105-lf
WANTED Experienced stitchers at MOllERN PANTS (X).______________________ 92-tf [
WANTED—To loan money on aeto, house, j
hold furniture, diamonds, etc. interest 3 per,
cent per month nn unpaid balances. KNOX 1
FINANCE CO., 16 School St., opp. Toatofflce.
165-tf •

alk-Over

POULTRYMEN
ATTENTION!
We want all your LIVE POUL
TRY. Highest Prices paid. Call
or write Charles Shane, cars of
R. E. Cutting, Warren, Me. Tai.
Warren 3-3 and trucks will call at
your door. References: Any poul
try raiaer.

CHARLES SHANE CO.
27-tf

Why suffer tortures from Rheu
matism, Sciatica, Neuritis, Muscu
lar Lameness, Sprains and Bruises
when

METHYL BALM
will bring almost instant relief?
A scientifically compounded ex
ternal application that should be
in every home. Sold only at

Johnston’s Drugstore
73 PARK ST.
ROCKLAND
Sent Post Paid on receipt of price
75 cents
62tf

An attractive model of Platinum Calf with graceful
cut-outs. A stylish shoe for the street anu nomcv
a shoe of ultra comfort. Main Spring* Arch.

*0.00
iflv), tia CJ
cTLlermurc
C/tvfj

Is The
Time

There is joy ill daily activity when

To market your Poultry in season
for the Jewish Holidays
Wo Will Pay Highest Prices

feet and shoes coordinate. The best of
feet resent excessive use. Give them thc
gentle, needful support of the

Call C. W. McKellar, Warren
Tel. 2-3 or write for details

MAIN SPRING* ARCH
with its three points of contact resting
on resilient pads. You can’t see it . . .
it adds naught to the shoe's weight, but
Oh! thc comfort it imparts when tired
muscles are fatigued.

McLAIN SHOE STORE
Rockland

COHEN BROS.
109-tf

R. W. JEWELL

MOTOR
TRANSPORTATION
Across the Street
or
Across the Country
MOVING AND TRUCKING
Loads Wanted At Once for
Portland

Every Load Insured
49 TILLSON AVE.
TEL. 837
118’UT

.

Every-Other-Day
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SCHOOL AND COLLEGE j

SPEECH READERS

PEEELE IN A POOL

What Knox County Students [ Local Club Opens Season SargOn Users Increase In
Like Manner—Over Five
Are Doing In Institutions
Friday — Weekly Lessons
of Higher Education

a Feature

Million Approved Remedy

ROCKLAND COMMERCIAL COLLEGE
ENROLL NOW
ALL NEWEST AND MODERN METHODS IN
BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION

(By Richard L. Simms)
EVENING SCHOOL OPENS OCT. 7
Atlanta, Ga.:—More dike a tale
TEL. 994 or 990 M
'
from the Arabian Nights of old than
LENA K. SARGENT
113-113
a record of modern business achieve
telephone *111 be gladly received.
ment reads the story of the marfei- j
TELEPHONE ___ _________________
ous growth and development of
7701 Mrs. Fred Collamore has returned
Increases Business £8 Per Cent
Sargon, the New Scientific Com- j
Tuberculosis Rate Declines
— from Portland where she was for a
pound ,which
has
become
Mrs. A. E. Walden of Baltimore, few days last week.
The silver lining to the cloud of
.,
,
, , ..the sensa
. . 1 The death rate from tuberculosis
ion of tne drug trade throughout
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jound at Change of Life. Now
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Mrs. Elsie Quear was the guest of , Sunday where they were guests of
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for
Sargon
and
Sargon
,
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take
it
every
spring
and
Mrs. Carrie Blake in Rockville for a ' Austin St. Clair and family. Other
Soft Mass Pills, the marvelous new ‘
few days last week.
all and it keeps me in good
guests were Mr. and Mrs. William
treatment that is restoring health
tealth. I am able to take care
Holman, Miss Eda St Clair and Mrs.
to countless thousands by new and
Mrs. Willis H. Anderson enter Clara St. Clair of Portland, and Mr.
of an eight-room house and
remarkable methods undreamed of 1
tained at bridge Friday afternoon and Mrs. Irving Pettingell of Free
garden, at the age of 71 years.
only a few years ago.
at the Foley cottage, Crescent Beach. port.
Already more than 5.000,000 suffer-!
I will praise the Vegetable
Honors were won by Mrs. Maud
ing men and women have put it to'
Then torn from the eager
Compound
wherever
I
go
for
Hallowell and Mrs. Florence Keat
Mr. and Mrs. Walter O. Frost of
the test and have told other millions
arms of her impetuous
it is a wonderful medicine for
ing. Mrs. Julia Benner of Nahant Augusta were weekend guests of Mrs.
what It has done for them.
husband! Forced to use hcr
and Boston and Mrs. Thomas Foley Lincoln Henderson.
*
women. They should give it a
Marching ln regulation U. S. Army
beauty to save her husband
were special guests.
good trial by taking about five
fashion—single file—this vast army i
from his powerful enemies!
Mr. .and Mrs. Burton King who
bottles.”—Mrs. Clara Riley,
of Sargon users would reach from
Here you have the un
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Lunt, Mrs. have been guests of Mr. and Mrs.
New York to San Francisco and at I
2100 Paxton and 4th Avenue,
usual and daring theme
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the
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upon which is built a
motored to Moosehead Lake for the Ihe city recently, enroute to their
few years, encircle the globe.
home in Jenkinstown, Pa.
musical romance of sur
weekend.
The only explanation of Sargon's
passing delight!
triumph
in
the
Medical
World
is
Adelaide E. Snow, Mrs. Hugh
Mrs. Julia Benner of Nahant and Miss
Sargon's true worth. Back of its
From the very first love
Bain and Mrs. Maude Hall left by
Boston is the guest of Mrs. Annie A.
triumph in the drug stores is its
song . , . unparalleled mu
motor yesterday for a trip through
O’Brien and Mrs. Albert Hallowell, the White Mountains to Boston. Mrs.
triumph in the homes and it is thc
sical entertainment 1
Pleasant street.
grateful endorsements of its millions
Bain leaves the party at Boston
Lvtii.i I Pinkham Med Co., I.vnn, Mass.
Mr. and Mrs. James Burns 1 of
of users that has made it the most
bound for her home in Riverside,
Rev. and Mrs. Frank Luce have Calif.,
Waterville are visiting Mr. Burns'
widely talked of medicine in thc
after
spending
the
summer
in
closed their summer home on Cam Rockland.
world today.
The annual reunion of the Snow- former home in this city.
den road after two months' stay and
Sargon is extensively advertised,
deal family was held Sunday at the
have returned to their home in Dor
Mr. and Mrs. J. A. Jameson, Mr.
it is true, but no preparation, no
Stanley Hall arrived Friday by mo home of Arthur Dennison, South
chester, Mass.
matter how extensively advertised,
tor from Akron, Ohio, to be guest of Thomaston, with 35 present. A New and Mrs. Carl Duff and H. O. Gurdy
could possibly meet with such phe
„ „ . ,,,
,„h„
his parents, Mr. and Mrs. James Hall, England boiled dinner, augmented attended a meeting of the Loan and
nomenal success unless it possessed
Mrs. Fred W. Wight whoi has b
, pulton street for several weeks. He by dandelion greens and Linnic's fa Building Association at Poland
very ill at her home in Washingto . was accompanied by Ira Curtis who mous blueberry pudding, satisfied the Spring yesterday.
absolute merit and extraordinary
D. C. ls improving in an encouraging left
- yesterday for North Haven to appetites whetted by the bracing
powers as a medicine.
A First National Vitaphone Talking-Singing Picture
manner, now being able to sit up each visit his mother, Mrs. Jennie Tolman. September weather.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
William
Wiggin
have
There can be but one possible ex
The oldest
Entirely In Technicolor
returned
to
North
Jay
after
visiting
day for a short time.
planation for Sargon's amazing suc
member present was Mrs. Melvina
cess and it can be told in one word—
with
Invitations have been received for Crawford who unquestionably en Mr. Wiggin’s mother, who has been
There will be a business mecting-of the wedding of Miss Helene Dorothy joyed the occasion as much as any very ill.
Merit!
VIVIENNE SEGAL,
WALTER riDGEON
Opportunity
Class
meets
Thursday
the Congregational Association to Mousley, daughter of Rev. and Mrs. one else.
Sargon may be obtained in Rock
ALLAN PKIGK.
LOUISE FAZENDA
morrow afternoon in the parlors at William Henry Mousley, to Earl Wy
Mrs. James Mitchell and son Rob evening with Mrs. J. D. Mattatall, land at The Corner Drug Store, Inc.—
FORD STEELING,
MVRNA LOY
ert of Quincy, Mass., are guests of 202 Main street. Election of officers adv.
3 o'clock.
117-lt
man Fowler, which takes place Satur
Kenneth F. Smith who has been Mrs. Libby Paladino.
will take place.
day, Oct. 11 at 4 p. m. in the First employed
ADDED
in Bucksport for the past
MrS. Alice Kalloch is in Bangor, Congregational Church, Lee, Mass.
KNOX ACADEMY MUSEUM
AUDIO REVIEW
CARNIVAL REVUE
HIS FAREWELL TOUR
Miss Mary LaCrosse is at Knox
the guest of Mr. and Mrs. Edward Mr. Mouseley was pastor of the local nine months spent the weekend with
FABLES
Connors. Mr. Connors’ son, Richard, Congregational Church some years his family, North Main street, re Hospital for treatment.
We have recently received, as a
turning this morning.
Sergt. George J. Woods, formerly
has recently undergone a serious ago .
gift from G. W. Blethen, a verv fine
Stationed Here Is Retiring From
Carl Holt and family who have
operation on his eyes.
NOW PLAYING
collection of polished granites of
National Guard
At a special meeting of the BPW
Mr. and Mrs. W. E. Veno of Fox- guests of Mr. and Mrs. James Doherty
Maine and other states, in the form
“A LADY OF SCANDAL”
The Advisory Board of the Daugh- 0jub Friday evening the resignation boro, Mass., who have been visiting for the summer, have returned to
of balls, cubes, discs and slabs. This
A United States soldier, 30 years. addition to our already fair-sized col
ters of the American Revolution are j of Mrs Florence Keating as presi- Mrs. Frederick Smallwood, have re Rochester, N. Y.
with
Technical Sergt. George J. Woods of lection of Maine building and orna
mceting today ln Kingfleld where dent was aCcepted, and Miss Doris turned home. Mrs. Veno's mother re
RUTH CHATTERTON
Vesper E. Grover, who has been South Portland, C.A.C. DEML, mental stones, gives us thc largest
plans for the year’s work for the Hyler was elected to serve in that turned with them for a visit.
seriously ill at Knox Hospital is com master sergeant instructor of the and finest collection in the State of
Maine Chapters of the organization j capacity. The first meeting of thc
valescing at the home of his mother, 240th Coast Artillery, Maine National
will be formulated. Col. Asa Whit- [ 1930-31 season will take place ThursMiss Anna Connors and mother of Mrs. E. B. Crockett, North Main Guards ten years, wlll retire Oct. 15 polished granites. But we hope,
HOME OF PARAMOUNT PICTURES
comb Chapter is entertaining. Mrs. | day evening with supper at thc Black
Harbor, N. S„ are visiting Miss street, but is not yet able to receive with the official retirement effective eventually, to have a sampleSuella Sheldon, regent, Mrs. Mary j Thorndike Hotel at 6.30.
polished and in the rough—-from
Connors'
brother,
John
Thompson.
Shows At
Oct. 31.
visitors.
Perry Rich, Miss Minnie Smith, Mrs.
----every granite, slate and marble
made the trip by motor, and
2.00, 6.30. 8.30
In anticipation of thc severing of quarry in Maine. Thc cataloguing of
Irene Moran and Mrs. Carolyn Page, ’ Miss Ruth Perry entertained with They
started for home this morning. Miss
Telephone 892
Continuous Show
Mr. and Mrs. L. W. Fickctt enter his official relations with the 240th our mineral collection is steadily
of the Lady Knox Chapter, are at- a house party at her cottage at Cres Connors was formerly employed at
Saturday
Sergeant
Woods
this
week
is
making
tained
Sunday
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Charles
cent Beach over the weekend, her Senter Crane's.
progressing; 425 specimens thus far
tending.
B. Snow of Portland, who were spe a farewell tour of thc various 240th ' ^tal03Ued and labeled, as many more
guests being Virginia Proctor. Ruth
One of the Publix Theatres
batteries
in
different
sections
of
the
.
cial
guests
at
a
dinner
given
as
an
Mr. and Mrs. R. C. Wentworth and Richards, Madelyn CofTey. Flora Col
Charles Smallwood and Miss Linna observance of their first wedding State. He visited the Camden bat
sons and Mrs. A. C. White attended son and Lucy French. Miss Ellen
N. W. Lermond. Curator
tery last night, will visit the Rockland j
a clambake and picnic given by Mr. Thompson and Miss Relief Nichols Bishop of Patten spent the weekend anniversary.
with Mr. and Mrs. Frederick Small
battery tonight and the Thomaston
and Mrs. Luther Carney of the Knox chaperoned.
STRAND THEATRE
wood.
Mrs. C. M. Blake. Miss Mary Hol battery Wednesday night and wil!
and Lincoln Farm Bureau on the
“
Bride
of the Regiment.” one of
Dr.
William
Ellingwood
arrived
Solomon had a
brook and Mrs. dith Follansbee are return to Portland the following
shores of the Sheepscot River Sun
Saturday from Boston where he at I Herbert Roach of Smyrna Mills on a motor trip to the Southland, night to pay his farewell respects to of the most beautiful picture ever
day.
hundred wives . . .
tended a medical meeting.
screened, will play at Strand Theatre
was in the city Saturday. On his re expecting to be away three weeks, local batteries.
turn home Sunday he was accom but without definite plans to to how
but he was a back
Sergeant Woods is widely known Wednesday-Thursday. It is an all
Mr. and Mrs. E. C. Moran, Jr.,
Mrs. George T. Wade of Camden panied by Mrs. Roach, son Arnold far South their journey will take among Maine National Guardsmen technicolor production made by First
were guests Sunday of Miss Elizanumber compared
beth Marbury National Democratic I street is at the Eye & Ear Infirmary, and daughter Barbara who have been them.
and has played a prominent part in National and based on the German
with this thrillspending several months here with
committewoman, * at her summer j Portland, for treatment.
local military activities. He is a operetta, "The Lady In Ermine.”
Mrs. George Johnson of Tenant's member of the Ralph D. Caldwell The novel beauty of the picture lies
jaded playboy
home in Mt. Vernon.
and
£ gtevens motored Mrs. Roach's mother Mrs. Nils Nel
son.
Harbor, is very ill at the home of Post and has served on many import- in its exquisite settings and costumes
with a thousand
Charles Gould, radio operator for to Portland Friday accompanied by
her granddaughter, Alice McKinnon. ant committees for that Post. An J which represent the 1830 period in
the Sun Oil Company, on a ship run- Mrs. Norah Waller returning to her
overseas veteran, Sergeant Woods Northern Italy when that territory
William Wincapaw, Jr., entertained 26 Walnut street.
sweethearts—
nt™ from Marcus Hook, Pa., to , home in Wollaston, Mass., after being
holds a commission as first lieuten- 1 was under Austria’s rule. Much of
a dancing party at the hangar
T«as is the gueft of hls parents., guest of Mr. and Mrs. Stevens for with
and no wives
on the Curtiss-Wright Flying Field
Capt. and Mrs. Edward Harper ant in the Quartermaster Corps Re-) the film's cost was due to the con
Col. and Mrs. E. K. Gould, Masonic three weeks.
___
Friday evening with a large number and Mr. and Mrs. Prank Harper serves. He enlisted in Boston, Oct | struction of elaborate settings, inat alt!
of his schoolmates as guests. Misses
St. Stephens, N. H., Calais, 16, 1900 and has been stationed in cludlng a castle-of thc period.—adv.
street, for a month.
Mr. and Mrs. William Weed and Ellen J. Cochran, Elizabeth Hager, Houlton,
Houton, St. Stephens, N. B„ Calais this district ten years.
PARK THEATRE
Mr .and Mrs. F. W. Fuller and Mr. Miss Izelle Andrews spent the week- Mary Brown and Relief Nichols, Bar Harbor, and Bingham Dam.
----------------ahd Mrs. E. D. Spear arrived home . end in Portland
teachers of the Junior High chap They went in Capt. Harper's new
MRS. CLARA E. SIIUTE
An
exceptionally fine bill of enter
Sunday from Shelburne, N. H.,
----Mr. and Mrs. Walter Maurer of eroned. Music was furnished by 1931 Buick. Frank Harper is having
is to be offered Thursday.
where they spent two weeks at the South Portland were guests of friends Orthophonlc victrola and ice cream hls vacation from the office of the The funeral of Clara E.. widow of tainment
cake and soft drinks were served. Roqkland and Rockport Lime Corpo- i Capt. Thomas L. Shiite, was held at On the screen thc feature is a fresh,
Philbrook Farm, their stay being over the weekend.
comedy—“He Knew Wom
The dance program included balloon ration.
marked by gorgeous weather and
the home of her son, Alfred E. Shute, sparkling
en,"
with
Lowell
----Waldo
avenue,
Belfast
with
Rev.
i
............
„
,Sherman and Alice
dance,
elimination
waltz,
and
other
many delightful motor trips.
Mr. and Mrs. John Robinson and
Joy<
novelty
dances,
prizes
being
won
by
Mr
.and
Mrs.
Guy
Foster
and
chilWillialh
Vaughan
officiating.
Her
“Fun in a RcsJ
I Mrs. Ralph L. Wiggin left yesterday
A post card shower is to be given . by mQtor f(jr & few days, trip t0 Mon. Marion Ginn and Joseph Emery, dren Elizabeth and Archie accom- i sons, Alfred E. Shutc of Belfast and are:
are
- Thcc” Pickfcrds
taurant:
Cansino
in
a
musical offer
this week for Miss Edna Payson who treal and other places while Mr. Rob Esther Nickerson and Victor Armata panied by Mrs. Ralph Chaples and Leon T. Shutc of Waltham, Mass., ing supreme; Dobbs, Clark and Ray
has beerf very ill at her home on Inson ls enjoying a week's vacation The guests were Lee Thomas. Did: son Ralph, all of Kremmling, Colo.,j and sons-in-law, Everett Smith of in a comedy variety act, “Just
Grace street. Such remembrances from thc Stonington Furniture Com Thomas, Joe Emery, Gerald Black, are guests of Capt. and Mrs. E. L. Waltham, Mass., and George Hub- Hokum;'' Sam Kent in "Nonesensc;”
Mr bard
Bangor, were bearers.
. .
x ,
Everett Frohock, Wendell Blacking- Mnrris at Thp Highlands
from her many friends will be very pany.
and family are returning Thc remains arrived Sept. 17, from i a comedy singing and talking act.
ton, Ted Ladd. Harrison Sanborn, Foster
cheering during her shut-in days.
Foster
and
family
are
returning
w
...
Mass
where
she
died
at
■
The
feature
act
on
thc bill is thc
consisting of two men
Mrs. Lou Ingraham and Mrs. Maud Charles Havener. Don Goss, Victor aftor a two weeks visit while Mrs^ Waltham Mass, where she d*e^ at
Mrs. J. W. McGarry and two chil Gould of Portland are guests of Miss Armata, Howard Chase Hervey Allen, Chaples and her son will remain to i “,e
r uaugnver, jars. |
,hr_„ wnmpn in a singing anti
Everett Smith. Mrs. Shute was born i and three women, m a singing ana
dren of Springfield, Mass., are guests Lotta Skinner, Main street, for a few Russell Bartlett, Dick French, Fat makp Rockland her future home
___
in Rockland 81 years ago, the daugh- dancing number. The net is billed
of Mrs. McGarry's parents, Mr. anu days.
Whitmore, Jimmie Pellicane, Paul
»’SovM«}EV,lU
r Rird nf NorthamDton Mass ter of John and Bnrri(>t (Wooster) as "The Snappy Steppers,' and
Merriam, John Karl, Luella SnSw. w’w
Mrs. H. H. Stover.
m was^aPedSi^rbvThe illness of Perr>’- Hcr car’y llfe was sPent in Promises to be one of the outstanding
flVEACVSRkO'/
Mrs. Philip Stevens and mother of Constance Snow, Libb Snow, Vivian Mrs Bird kas retorned taktol hls «»at city. Feb. 1, 1882, she man-led , acts that has been presented to date.
Mr. and Mrs .Leonard Campbell Crest Hill road. Somerville, were Mullen, Elizabeth Walker, Ros
Christonher to Montclah N J ! Capt. Shute and for many years The attraction playing today and
(Ruth Stevenson) arrived home Sat weekend guests of Mrs. Clara Clark, Whitmore, Catherine Black, Dorothy
home was in Belfast. Capt tomorrow is "AllI Quiet on the WcstPicUt°,u:>
"MUSlcal °‘1c
urday from their honeymoon trip Rankin street.
Thomas, Dorothy Harvey, Mary to remain with Mr. and Mrs. W. n
B. I their
kfoios
8hute was for many years with the em Front." which is upholding cveryThe T'C%
estauran^__ through Maine to Quebec and back
Stockbridge. Ruth Hanscotr., Alzada Keene for a time.
thing that had been promised of it —
Eastern Steamship Lines, Inc,
via Lakewood. Perfect weather and
-Fun to
Revue
A new sanitary fish department North. Nathalie Jones, Sophie Cohen
adv.
a delightful trip was somewhat has been added to Glendenning's Virginia Connon, Gertrude Heal, Providence, were weekend guests of
The Moore
_____
marred by thc auto accident which Market. Telephone 993 for choice Esther Nickerson, Gladys Overlock, their daughter, Miss Ina Hunter,
VINALHAVEN
The
farmer
really
should
not
be
so
befell them Friday night just before fish.—adv.
nark
Ray
Marion Ginn.
There will be a benefit supper
Broadway.
Dohhs,CUruK Hokum
reaching Lakewood, when in round
Thursday, 5 to 6 o'clock, at the puzzled about the high price of bread
He
ing a curve their car skidded in the
Mr. and Mrs. Allen Hunter of chts Church for Alvah Colburn. and thcL<. low PrlccwhQ°f whcat- kiww
Sam Kent
-loose sand and turned over, pinning
Miss Irma Fickett left yesterday ™ly.
JJlhow
expensive
is
the
loaf.-Mount
Mr. and Mrs. Campbell beneath the
.•Honscnsc
- onCHES^
for Boston where she is entering the i the church with good attendance.
.'onic
car While the car bears evidences
Leland Powers School of Expression, gasket dinner was served.
svecu-''
. y oNL-T
of the accident, with top, windshield
and mudguards damaged, Mr. a.nd
Mrs. Campbell escaped with no in
juries other than the fright accom-)
panying such an experience._______

Mr. and Mrs. R. C. Wentworth and
‘dally
M"?
,n.rt
th*’
“!»- Mrs. _A. C. White
motored to Bangor
des’rea Information of aoclal happenings,
__ ..
parlies, musicals, etc. Notes sent by mall or and Orono Friday,
In

addition

tff- personal

notes

regarding

1 ook It At
Middle Age

Lydia E, Pinktiam's
Vegetable Compound

The freshman class at Bowdoin
will include between 151 and 175
Aoys, according to Indications at the
opening. Up to the close of registra
tion Wednesday afternoon 146 fresh
men had been admitted and regis
tered, while the cases of 32 other
candidates for admission to the class
were being reviewed by the faculty
committee on admissions. At least
53 of the freshmen are Maine boys.
ILmong them are the following Knox
County students, Norman H. Bowley,
Camden; Barrett Clark, Thomaston
and Kennedy Crane, Jr., and William
Rounds, Rockland.
• • • •
The freshman class at Bates num
bers 195 students, the number being
about evenly divided between Maine
students, and those from outside the
State. The list includes the following
students from this section: Celeste
Josephine Carver, Vinalhaven; Mar
celine Barbara Conley, Camden;
Lester Paul Gross, Jeflerson.
• « * *
Bridgton Academy recently cele
brated "stunt night." The chorus
1 was led by Mary Lawry of Rockland.
♦ * * •
The enrollment at the University
of Maine for the fall semester, is the
largest ever with a grand total of
1521, just 11 above the record set last
year All the classes gained over last
season's total with the exception of
the junior class which has lost 23
from its roll. The freshman class
has swelled from 44J at the beginning
of freshman week to 472.

The opening meeting of the Speech
Readers' Club will be held Friday
afternoon in the club room at 2.30. A
special feature this year will be the
course of weekly lessons in speech
reading. Miss Eliza Hannegan of
Portland will have charge of these
classes, and will also give private les
sons. Miss Hannegan is a graduate
of the New England School of Speech
Reading, and for five years has
taught speech reading In thc Evening
School in Portland, as well as con
ducting private classes.
The club, organized a year ago, has
won much favorable comment. It
has three aims: To create a social
center for the hard of hearing; to
promote the study of speech reading;
to work for the prevention of deaf
ness in children.
The meetings have been a source of
much enjoyment to the members.
Several picnics and parties have been
held during the summer season when
thc regular weekly meetings were
discontinued until fall.
Speech reading Is the foundation
on which the club is built, and it is
recognized as one of the vital factors
in the rehabilitation of the hard of
hearing. There are approximately
3.000.000 hard of hearing children in
thc United States alone. Rockland
is one of the 158 cities which has used
the No. 4-A audiometer for testing
thc hearing of children in the schools.
There are 88 organizations for the
hard of hearing in the United States
and Canada. The local club is made
up of active members (hard of hear
ing adults) and associate members
(those who are Interested in the
work), and is affiliated with thc
American Federation of Organiza
tions for the Hard of Hearing. The
present officers are: President, Mrs.
Freeman F. Brown; vies president.
Miss Hope Greenhalgh; treasurer.
Mrs. Frank Hewett; recording secre
tary, Miss Annie Frye; corresponding
secretary, Mrs. J. C. Hill. The meet
ings are conducted in a very efficient
manner, and all those interested in
the work are invited to attend.

One hour

of h/iss/

“BRIDE of the
REGIMENT”

FULLER-COBB-DAVIS

Famous ENNA JETTICK Car Here Today

We have the entire line of

DANCE

There will be a dance at Spear
Hall at the foot of Park street,
Tuesday Night, under new man
agement with Riley's Orchestra ot
Wiscasset playing snappy music.
We invite your patronage. Come
and have a good time. Dance
starts at 8.30 sharp. We thank
you.
,

ALLIGATOR OIL CLOTHING
One of the
Publix
Theatres
Tel. 409

Home of
Paramount
Pictures

now being shown in our Street Floor Department
The very finest clothing of its kind made
%

Featherweight Spray Shirts for Golfing, Hunting,

SHOWING TUESDAY-WEDNESDAY
Fishing, Yachting

BURPEE
UNDERTAKERS
Since 1840 thti firm has
faithfully served the families
of Knox County
LADY ATTENDANT
Tel. Day 450;
7«1-'l

AMBULANCE SERVICE

tfURPEE’S
ROCKLAND, ME.

Crowds Tell the Story—
,

£oats for Men and Women

ALL QUIET
“Light, Serviceable, and very fine style”

on the

FULLER-COBB-DAVIS
STREET FLOOR

STRI?ET FLOOR

Be Sure And See This Wonderful Car This Afternoon
McLAIN SHOE STORE

WESTERN FRONT
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WARREN
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Ladd of

V Rochester, N. H. have been spend-

’‘.'ng a few days with Mr. and Mrs. V.
Rokes.
Ij Mrs. Arthur Perry accompanied by
her mother, Mrs. Martha Watts and
Zrs. Raymond Watts of Rockland,
stored to Portland Friday. Mrs
’erry's son Walter, who is attendng school there returned with them
o spend the weekend.
Mrs. Ella Lewis who has been visitng Miss Mary Kallock, was the guest
of Mrs. Chester Wyllie Thursday.
Mr. and Mrs. John Boggs and Mr.
and Mr. and Mrs. George Boggs of
Marlboro were callers on relatives
last week.
Mr. and Mrs. Daniel I. Gross of
Woodfords called Friday at the home
of Levi Boggs.
Mr. andi Mrs. Wil'ard Wylie had as
• heir guests Thursdav Mr. and Mrs.
Jcs'e Smith of Rockland.
Charles Wilson is to sing bass in
the mixed quartet at the First Bapi,tlst Church at Rockland.
| Saturday. Oct. 4. a rural teachers'
meeting will be held at the Pleasant
ville School starting at 8.30 and being
one session. Mrs. I.ina Smith, the
teacher w'ho has so successfully sub
stituted in the schools in Connecticut
will specialize in reading and spell-

where they have employment for the Lobster stew, pies, doughnuts and
TENANT'S HARBOR
i winter.
coffee were served.
The Odd Fellows will work the I
Miss
Mildred
Hupper
who
spent
a
Capt. and Mrs. Charles Holbrook
second ' degree Tuesday evening.
i week in Portland, has returned.
left Sunday by automobile for their
Supper follows work.
Mrs. J. K. Monaghan has returned home in Somerville, Mass.
Mr. and Mrs. Edgar Brown of
Rockland were weekend guests of home after a two weeks' vacation Capt. and Mrs. Charles Holbrook
spent with her boys.
were dinner guests of Mrs. R. J. MacMrs. Amelia Taylor.
Sewell Wagle* and family left
The Camden Odd Fellows worked Kenzie Saturday.
Thursday for Attleboro, Mass., the first degree Tuesday evening I Clarence Rawley spent the week

end in Augusta guest of his sister,
Mrs. Elmer Smith.
Miss Marion Wallace and Elmer1
Smith were callers on relatives in
this place last week.
n
Several of the townspeople attend
ed Union fair Wednesday.
Rodney Wiley has bought a radio
of Willis Wilson.

Every-Other-Day
R. I., was in town to attend North Mrs. F. E. Burkett during fair week.
The many friends of Mrs. C. H. B.
Knox Fair.
Mrs. Cora Mank is very ill. Dr. W. J. Bryant was in Knox Hospital Beligar are glad to see her able to be
Fogg of Rockland was called in con last week with an infection in his out calling on friends after a long
sultation with Dr. Plumer recently. finger.
Illness. Mrs. Seligar feels very grate
Mr. and Mrs. Bernell Bryant of. veiry McCarthy and friend Mr. ful to the Star and Rebekah sisters,
Freehold, N. J., Mrs. Annette Bryant Jones of Wrentham, Mass., called on and friends who sent her cards and
and daughter Hortense of Portland friends here Friday.
tokens of love and good will; also to
called on friends here recently.
Miles Jones and family of Cam Dr. Plumer for his kindness and in
Mrs. Geobge Curtis of Woonsocket, bridge, Mass., were guests of Mr. and terest.

UNION

Eastern—Positively the Most Tremendous Living Room Value of the
Century— Wednesday, Thursday, Friday and Saturday! -

VELOUR SUITE!

tins.

>’ Mr. and Mrs. George Gonia of
i Quincy, Mass , have been the guests
; of Mrs. P. D. Starrett a few days the
past week.
Cliffmere Rabbitry carried off sev
eral prizes at Union Fair, one first on
a Flemish Giant buck, two seconds on
chinchillas and a third prize.
Miss Helen Robinson of Ellsworth
is teaching the Libby School aria is
boarding at the home of Mrs. Albert
McPhail.
Mr. and Mrs. M. S. Hahn arrived
Saturday from Colebrook, N. H.
where Mrs. Hahn has been making
her mother a three weeks' visit. Mr.
Hahn has been cooking for a railroad
-row at Lancaster. N. H.. and he reurned Sunday. Mr. and Mrs. William
“artridge driving him as far as Garliner.
Dr. and Mrs. A. H. St. Clair Chase
lave closed their summer home here
md gone to their home in Newton
tenter. Mass.
Miss Mabel Crawford rrcentlv enertained as dinner guests N. C.
trawford of Warren and Harold
Toward of Belfast.
’ Almore Spear has bought a new
Leo.
Miss Susie Hahn spent Wednesday
n Thomaston as the guest of Mrs.
fames Fevler.
Roy Mitchell has moved his family
‘o Cushing.
Newell Wa’ter and family of New
Hampshire have been spending the
past week w’ith G. D. Gould.
Ernest Fuller of Belfast joined his
family here for the weekend.
Mr. and Mrs. Newell Euglev and
Miss Susie Hahn spent Friday eve
ning with their aunt. Mrs. May Hahn,
in Waldoboro.
A post card shower was sent bv the
members of the Congregational
Church last week to Lee Walker who
is ill in Knox Hospital.
Rev. D. T. Burgh. George Gardiner
and N. C. Ciawford were among the
Masons from here who attended the
meeting at Thomaston Friday night.
Mrs. Laura Starrett entertained at
dinner Sunday Miss Elizabeth Hilt of
Wrentham, Mass.. Miss Margaret
To,man of South Weymouth. Mass..
Merle Hilt, Miss Mary Hilt, Mr. and
Mrs. Benjamin Hilt, and son Donald
pf East Union and Wayne Starrett.
W. Frank Thomas has had his
buildings painted. This epidemic of
painting has improved the looks of
Warren a great deni.
Miss Adele Fey’.er of Thomaston
and William Stanford of Rockland
visited Miss Fevler's father Sunday.
Oscar Starrett. Charles Overlock.
Samuel Tarr and Dr. A. H. St. Clair
Chase attended the field trial for
dogs held at Wavne Sat.urda”.
George Starrett and daughter
Annie motored to Albion Sunday.
Mrs. Sherbourne Kallock started
for Stafford. Conn., Fridav where
she will make an extended visit with
I her parents, Mr. and Mrs. George E.
^Brigham.
,
• Prizes were won by Miss Margaret
• ■Leonard, Arlene Overlock, Laverne
pYoung and Shirlev Young at Union
Fair where a specimen of their sew
ing was on exhibition in connection
with the 4-H Club. These girls are
members of the Betsey Ross Club
that was started this summer.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Starrett and
sons Walter and Ernest motored to
Belfast Sunday where they were the
guests of Mrs. Frank Hall.

THIS
BEAUTIFUL
FLOOR LAMP
INCLUDED

DELIVER
Regularly
Sells For $185.00

7 PIECES COMPLETE!

mn

You Get All These:
LONG DIVAN
FIRESIDE CHAIR
ENGLISH CLUB CHAIR

FLOOR LAMP
BRIDGE LAMP
TABLE LAMP
DAVENPORT TABLE

Once in a lifetime comes a value like this!

Taking full advantage of conditions in the

furniture factories, we have made a tremendous purchase of parlor suites, which is of

fered at big reductions from regular prices!

Think of It! Velour Upholstered!

MARTINSVILLE

These are without doubt the most beautiful parlcr suites offered at anywhere near this

Mr. and Mrs. Carl M. Pease of
Massachusetts are having extensive
alterations made on their summer
home. The Bonnie Briar. Zenas
Pease of Martinsville has the con
tract.

price. They are covered in VELOUR, the luxurious new upholstering so much in vogue.
They are well made and have full spring construction throughout

The suite includes

long Divan, English Club Chair and Fireside Chair, all hand tailored, all designed to add
princely splendor to your home.

Divan and Chairs are covered all around in Velour.

Cushions are reversible.

MAIN

3 Lamps and Davenport Table Included
As an added feature, we include a set of three Gorgeous Lamps and a Davenport Table

with each Suite! The Lamps are in Colonial style, with artistic bases, and colorful art
shades.

The Davenport Table is finished in Mahogany.
REMEMBER, we ran guarantee this price while quantity lasts

Delivery
To All
Points

IF YOUR feet trouble you ...
Main Spring* Arch. If you
have no foot troubles . . .
again . . • Main Spring Arch.
It is insurance against foot
troubles and foot fatigue.
Let us show you.

only!

Because of the extraordinary value of our limited allotuifpt,

we urge early shopping.

Plenty of suites on hand now for every

body, but don't be late!

THIS BARGAIN AT ALL EASTERN STORES
Every

Maine
Evening

McLAIN
SHOE STORE
ROCKLAND, MAINE
At The Brook

86Ttf
«Rea. U. 8. Pat. Off.

FREE

Storage Until
Goods
Are Wanted

MAIL IN YOUR
ORDER
IF YOU CANNOT
ATTEND

This Davenport
Table Included!

ments
If You
WishPhone
1254 or 291

Home
Should

Have An

Account At

283 MAIN STREET

ROCKLAND

Eastern’s

